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GET INTO 
A SUMMER 
STATE OF 
MIND! 
Buffalo State 
State University of New York 
Stay on course for your degree 
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE COURSES 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
Session B: June 23-July 19* 
Session C: July 21-August 9 *Some graduate courses for education majors will begin 
June 30; check individual course listings for details. 
WELCOME TO 
Summer Session 2003 at Buffalo State! 
SUMMER SESSION 
More than 500 sections that allow you to earn valuable college credit 
More than 170 courses that fulfill SUNY general education requirements 
Accelerated progress toward your degree 
Affordable, conveniently scheduled classes that fit well with your summer plans 
Each summer, more than 3,500 Buffalo State undergraduate and graduate students, as well as visiting students 
from other colleges and universities, choose to spend part of their summer taking advantage of the extensive 
course offerings at Buffalo State. 
Visit . u a ost e.e / umme for the most up-to-date course availability. 
HOW TO REGISTER 
r · Bu a S te stu ents 
If you are an undergraduate student who registered for spring 
2003 or a graduate student who registered for at least one 
semester between spring 2002 and spring 2003, you are 
automatically eligible to register for summer session 2003. 
Register at your assigned time. 
rom ot er colleges 
s ekmg stu en s 
If you want to attend Buffalo State for the summer only, you 
must apply for summer admission by completing a visiting 
and non-degree application - see page 3 or 5 of this schedule. 
You will receive a time assignment to reg ister after you have 
been accepted as a visiting or non-degree student. 
Degree- eeki g students 
If you wish to apply to an undergraduate degree program 
(matriculated status), contact the Admissions Office at 
(716) 878-4017, www.buffalostate.edu/admissions, or 
admissio@buffalostate.edu to request application materials. If 
you wish to apply to a graduate degree program (matriculated 
status), contact the Graduate Studies Office at (716) 878-5601, 
www.buffalostate.edu/graduatestudies, or via email at 
gradoffc@buffalostate.edu. 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
Session B: June 23-July 19* 
Session C: July 21-August 9 
*Some graduate 
courses for education 
majors will begin 
June 30; check 
individual course 
listings for detai ls. 
GENERAL INFORMATION : (716) 878-4000 
Academic Advisement Office ........ . .. (716) 878-5223 Graduate Studies and Research Office . . .. (716) 878-5601 
Academic Skills Center ... . . . .... . ... . (716) 878-4041 Identification Cards (SUNYCard) . . .. . . . . (716) 878-3416 
Academic Standards Office . .. .. ...... . (716) 878-5222 International Student Affairs Office . .. . . . (716) 878-5331 
Admissions Office . . . . . .. .... .. . . . . .. (716) 878-401 7 Library, E. H. Butler. .. . . . .... . . .. . .. . (716) 878-6313 
Adult and Evening Student Programs . . ... (716) 878-5906 Non-Traditional Student Organization . ... (716) 878-4034 
Alumni Affairs Office . . .. .. . ... . ... . .. (716) 878-6001 Registrar's Office . .. ... . . .. . . . . . .... . (716) 878-4811 
Barnes & Noble at Buffalo State Bookstore . . . (71 6) 878-5509 Residence Life Office . ........ . ...... . (716) 878-3000 
Campus Dining Services .. . .. ..... .... (716) 878-5214 School Closing Information . .... . .... . . (716) 878-5000 
Campus Escort Service (University Police) .. (716) 878-6332 Student Accounts Office ... . ........ . . (716) 878-4301 
Career Development Center . . ..... .. .. (716) 878-5811 Teacher Certification Office .. .. ........ (716) 878-6121 
Continuing Education Office . ....... . .. (716) 878-5907 Traffic Office . . .... . . . . ....... . ... . . (716) 878-3041 
Counseling Center .. . . . . . . .. . .. ... . . (716) 878-4436 University Police/Emergencies . .. .. .. .. . (716) 878-6333 
Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) . . (716) 878-4426 Veterans Certification Office . . .... . . . . . (71 6) 878-5045 
Financial Aid Office .... .. .. . .... . . .. . (716) 878-4902 Weigel Health Center .. .. ... . .. . ..... (716) 878-6711 
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This publication is funded by revenue from credit-bearing courses and fees. Ten 
thousand copies were printed April 2003. Editor: Lisa C. Mullen, Graduate Studies. 
This bulletin is current as of February 2003.The college reserves the right to cancel 
any course described herein, and to change any rules governing curriculum, adminis-
tration, tuition, fees , admissions, regulations affecting sn1dents, dates, and course con-
tent. Each student is expected to have knowledge of the information contained in chis 
bulletin and in other college publications. 
Buffalo State College is an affirmative action/equal opportunity ir,lstitution, which 
subscribes to a.II federal , state, and SUNY legal requirements and does not discriminate 
against applicants, students, or employees on the basis of race , sex, ethnicity, nation-
ill origin, sexual orientation, religion , age, disability, or marital or veteran status. Any 
violation of tbi' policy should be reported to the Equity and Campus Diversity Office, 
Cleveland Hall 415, (716) 878--6210. 
At the time this publication went 
to press, Buffalo State was working 
via t1:1e SABRE Project to implement 
web registration. It is possible that 
dates and procedures may change, 
but this will not be known until late 
March. If there are any changes 
that would affect registration 
in April for Summer 2003, 
students will be notified by mail at 
both their local address and 
student email account at 
<mail.buffalostate.edu> 
no later than April 1. 
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SessionA May 27-June 21 
r Session B June 23-July 19* I 
Registration 
For detailed information, see 
page 8 in this bulletin. 
April 14 
Monday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Registration for continuing 
undergraduate and graduate 
students 
Moore Complex 
April 15 
· Tuesday, 1-6 p .m. 
New Student Registration 
Moore Complex 
Drop/ A~ All Sessions 
May27 
Tuesday, 1-4 p .m. 
Moore·Complex 
May28 
Wednesday, 4-6 p.m. 
Moore Complex 
Session A 
Tuesday, May 27-Saturday, 
June 21 
May27 
Tuesday, Classes begin 
May27 & 28 
Drop/ Add, all sessions 
Tuesday, 1-4 p.m. 
Wednesday, 4-6 p.m. 
Moore Complex 
May28 
Wednesday, Last day to drop 
without a financial penalty. 
June9 
Monday, Pass/Fail deadline 
June 13 
Friday, Last day for withdrawing 
from a course with a "W" 
June 21 
Saturday, Session A ends 
_.!\ugust 14 
Thursday, Grades mailed 
Session CJuly 21-Aug. 9 
Session B 
Monday, June 23-Saturday, 
July 19• . 
June 23• 
Monday, Classes begin 
June 24 
Drop/ Add, sessions B & C 
Tuesday, 2-5 p .m. 
Moore Complex 
June 24 
Tuesday, Last day to drop 
without a financial penalty. 
July4 
Friday, No classes 
(Independence Day celebrated) 
July7 
Monday, Pass/Fail deaoline 
July 10 
I 
Session C 
Monday, July 21-Saturday, 
August 9 
July 21 
Monday, Classes begin 
July 22 
Drop/ Add, session C 
Tuesday, 2-5 p.m. 
Moore Complex 
July 22 
Tuesday, Last day _to drop 
without a financial penalty. 
July 30 
Wednesday, Pass/Fail deadline 
August 1 
Friday, Last day for withdrawing 
from a course with a "W" 
Thursday, Last day for withdraw- August 9 
ing from a course with a "W" Saturday, Session C ends 
July 19 August 14 
Saturday, Session B ends 
August 14 
Thursday, Grades mailed 
*Some graduate courses for 
education majors will begin 
June 30; check individual course 
listings for details. 
Thursday, Grades mailed 
At the time this publication went to press, Buffalo State was working via the SABRE Project to implement 
web registration. It is possible that dates and procedures may change, but this will not be know n 
until late March. If there are any changes that would ~ect registration in April for Summer 2003, 
students will be notified by mail at both their local address and student email account at 
<mail.buffalostate.edu> no later ~n April 1. 
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PLEASE PRINT 
UNDERGRADUATE REGISTRATION APPLICATION 
For visiting students and nondegree students 
SUMMER 2003 
BUFFALO STATE COLLEGE 
Admissions Office, Moot Hall 
1300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 14222-1095 
Phone: 016) 878-4017 • Fax: 0 16) 878-6100 
Email: admissio@buffalostate.edu 
1. Social security number___________ 2. Date of Birth: mm/ ____ dd/ ___ yy/ ___ _ 
3. Name (last) _________________ (first) (middle) ______ _ 
4. Have you completed any previous college coursework? (circle one) Yes (B) No (C) 
5. Are you a current student at another college? (circle one): Yes No If so, what college? _______ _ 
6. Will you attend Buffalo State for summer study only? (circle one): Yes No 
(If no, do not complete this application before contacting the Admissions Office to determine your study options.) 
7. Are you a VETERAN? (circle one): Yes No 
8. Have you ever been: A) Convicted of a felony? Yes No 
B) Dismissed from a college for disciplinary reasons? Yes No 
9. Geographic Code of permanent residence (See Table A below): ______ _ 
10. Ethnicity (optional, check one): 
_ _ White, non-Hispanic 
__ Black, non-Hispanic 
__ Hispanic 
__ Asian or Pacific Islander 
__ American Indian or Native Alaskan 
__ Other 
11. Gender (optional, cir<:le one): Male Female 
12. Address (Please Print) 
Street Phone# ( ) 
City 
St.ite or Province: 
Signature Date 
01 Albany 12 Delaware 23 Lewis 33 Manhattan 
02 Allegany 13 Dutchess 24 Livingston 34 Queens 
03 Broome 14 Erie 25 Madison 35 Richmond 
04 Cattaraugus 15 Essex 26 · Monroe 40 Niagara 
05 Cayuga 16 Franklin 27 Montgomery 41 Oneida 
06 Chautauqua 17 Fulton 28 Nassau 42 Onondaga 
07 Chemung 18 Genesee 30 NewYork City 43 Ontario 
08 Chenango 19 Greene 31 Bronx 44 Orange 
09 Clinton 20 Hamilton 32 Kings 45 Orleans 
10 Columbia 21 Herkimer (Brooklyn) 46 Oswego 
11 Cortland 22 Jefferson 
Geographic Codes outside NYS 
70 State other than New York 80 Foreign Citizen 81 Canada 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
Zip 
Otsego 
Putnam 
Rensselaer 
Rockland 
St. Lawrence 
Saratoga 
Schenectady 
Schoharie 
Schuyler 
Seneca 
Steuben 
58 Suffolk 
59 Sullivan 
60 Tioga 
61 Tompkins 
62 Ulster 
63 Warren 
64 Washington 
65 Wayne 
66 Westchester 
67 . Wyoming 
68 Yates 
DO NOT COMPLETE TIIlS APPUCATION IF YOU ARE a CURRENT BUFFALO STATE STIJDENT OR A GRADUATE STIJDENT. 
YOU CANNOT REGISTER FOR GRADUATE COURSES IN THIS STATUS. VISIT www.buffalostate.edu/summer or CAll 878-560 1 
FOR GRADUATE APPUCATION INFORMATION. 
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WHAT "NON-DEGREE" STATIJS MEANS: 
This enables individuals to take undergraduate college courses for credit without working 
towards a degree. Students may enroll in up to 11 hours of coursework each summer on a 
space available basis. No degree will be conferred in this status; the only entrance require-
ment is a high school diploma or its equivalent. Students who have been academically dis-
missed from any institution must wait one full year from the time of dismissal before 
enrolling under non-degree status. To register, complete this application, and return it to 
the Admissions Office, Moot Hall. Non-degree students are not eligible for financial aid. 
Adult learners with no previous college experience who do not qualify for matriculated 
study may also enroll as non-degree students. After completing 15 credit hours of college-
level coursework with a 2.0 grade point ave.rage or higher, they can be considered for 
degree study. The credits that they have earned will be applicable to their degree. 
This status is appropriate for visiting undergraduates, students who are matriculated at 
other institutions but who seek summer registration at Buffalo State. Visiting 
students should consult with home institutions about the potential transferability of any 
coursework completed at Buffalo State. See pages 7 & 17 for transfer credit information. 
HOW TO APPLY AS AN UNDERGRADUATE NON-DEGREE STUDENT: 
Fill out the one-page application on the reverse side and submit it to the Admissions Office 
(878-4017, Moot Hall, Fax # 878-6100) or the Adult and Evening Student Programs Office 
(878-5907, Cleveland Hall 210). No fee is required. Once application has been received, you· 
are automatically accepted as a non-degree student. 
You may register for only undergraduate courses. on a non-degree basis. Any credit you earn 
can contribute toward a degree at Buffalo State if you formally apply to the college as a 
degree student at a later date. 
No financial aid is available to non-degree students. 
This application must be submitted or faxed to 'the Admissions 
Office 48 hours prior to date of registration.. (FAX# 878-6100) 
WHAT TO EXPECT AFTER YOU APPLY: 
You will receive _a registration notice by mail, approximately 2 weeks prior to registration. 
If you do not, call 878-4905 or see page 8 of the summer class schedule for registration 
dates and information. 
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Summer 2003 BuffaloState 
Graduate Non-degree and Visiting Student Application 
State University of New York 
Do not complete this application if you are a current Buffalo State student or an undergraduate student. 
Application Instructions: 
Non-degree or Visiting Student Status is available for one 
semester only. 
There is a $50 nonrefundable admission application fee for 
non-degree or visiting student status applications. Complete 
the fee payment section on the reverse of this application. 
Non-degree Status Applicants (7000) must submit a sealed 
official transcript from the institution awarding the bach-
elor's degree along with this application. Students denied 
admission to a graduate major or premajor cannot be 
awarded non-degree status for the semester in which degree 
admission was denied. 
1 SocialSecurityNo. ___ / __ / _ __ _ 
2 DateofBirth __ / _ _ / ___ _ 
3 Name: 
Last 
First Middle Initial 
Other name(s) under which records may appear 
4 Indicate Status to which you are applying: 
Non-degree Student (7000) 
Visiting Student (9999) 
5 Are you a U.S. citizen? Yes No 
Visiting Student Status Applicants (9999) must submit a 
letter from the program dean at your home institution 
stating you are currently a graduate student in good standing 
along with this application. 
Send complete application packet to: 
Graduate Studies Office 
Cleveland Hall 204 
Buffalo State College 
1300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 14222-1095 
I 
OFFICE USE ONLY: 
. Approved __________ Date _____ _ 
6 Mailing address: 
Street 
City State or Province 
County Country Zip/Postal Code 
7 Home phone: _ -- -~~--------
Work/other phone: _ 
8 E-mail address: 
9 Have you ever been: 
a. Convicted of a felony? Yes No 
b. Dismissed from a college for disciplinary 
reasons? Yes No 
List all colleges/universities attended 
Name Degree Awarded/Expected (i.e., BS, MS) Year Degree Awarded 
Date Signarure of Applicant 
Fee payment form o~ reverse - Please read and sign reverse 
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Enrollment and Registration Information for Non-degree and Visiting Students 
• No financial aid is available. Consult the financial aid 
office with questions, 716-878-4902. 
• Submit this application to the Graduate Office a 
minimum of two days prior to registration. You cannot 
register the same day that you apply. 
• Registration status is good for one semester only. Students 
intending to take courses in furure semesters must apply 
to a graduate degree or certification program by stated 
application deadlines. 
• Registration is on a space-available basis at final registra-
tion after all matriculated ( degree seeking) graduate 
students have registered. 
• Non-degree students (7000) are limited to 500-level 
courses with open quotas (not reserved for majors or 
premajors) subject to seat availability. 
• Srudents denied admission to a major or premajor 
cannot be awarded non-degree status 0000) in the 
same semester. 
• Visiting students (9999) are eligible to register for 
courses with open quotas (not reserved for majors or 
premajors) subject to seat availability. 
• Coursework completed in either status, regardless of 
grade received, will not necessarily be accepted by the 
academic department to meet degree requirements 
should the student be admitted to a degree or certificate 
program for a future semester. 
• Students are responsible for complying with all 
procedures related to registration and financial liability if 
withdrawing from coursework after drop/add. See the 
curr~nt class schedule for policies and deadlines. 
I have read the Enrollment and Registration Information above and understand the 
implications of attendance at Buffalo State as a Non-degree (7000) or Visiting Student (9999). 
Signature ___________________________ _ Date _____________ _ 
Admission Application Fee Payment Form 
The State University of New York policy mandates that a nonrefundable $50.00 fee be collected from all first-time applicants 
for graduate study at Buffalo State. Applications or course registration requests will not be processed until this fee is paid. 
Payment of the fee is not contingent upon any action or decision the college may render on an application or subsequent 
decision by an applicant to withdraw an application. 
Payment Instructions 
You may use the following forms of payment (please do not mail cash). 
Payment must be in U.S. dollars. 
D Check made payable to Buffalo State College for $50.00 
D Money Order for $50.00 
D Credit Card (Visa or MasterCard only) authorization for $50.00 
If paying by credit card, please complete the following: 
D VISA D MASTERCARD 
Please print card holder name as it appears on the card: 
Card Number: Expiration Date: ____ / ___ _ 
Card holder's signature: ---------------------------------------
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Undergraduate Study 
New transfer students, freshmen, or readmit · 
students ( degree-seeking) 
This status is appropriate if you are seeking a college degree. First-time 
transfer students and freshmen must file a general State University of 
New York application for admission and mail it to Albany. An applica-
tion fee of $40 applies. Some exemptions are possible. Previously 
enrolled Buffalo State students not registered since Fall 2002 and not 
on leave of absence must file for readmission with the Admissions 
Office. Call (716) 878-5713 for information and deadlines. 
New non-degree undergraduates 
If you seek only certain courses, not necessarily a formal degree, if you 
decide to attend college too late to file the application for matricula-
tion, or if your previous academic record would preclude matriculated 
admission, use this status. This program is limited to part time enroll-
ment (11 credits or less) and no financial aid is available. An applica-
tion is on· page 3 of this schedule or one can be obtained from the 
Admissions Office, Moot Hall, 878-5713 or the Adult and Evening 
Student Programs Office, Cleveland Hall 210, 878-5907. Applications 
must be filed well in advance of registration and cannot be filed on the 
same day you plan to register. 
Students not enrolled in any college or university 
High scqool graduates not enrolled in any college or university may 
apply as new students by following the procedure for new degree or 
non-degree students. 
Students enrolled in a college or university other 
than Buffalo State 
Follow procedure above for new non-degree undergraduates. 
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Graduate Study 
New degree-seeking, premajor o:r postmaster 
students 
To apply to a degree program, premajor or postmaster status, 
complete the Application for Graduate Admission and return it 
along with all necessary credentials (transcript(s), letters of rec-
ommendation, etc.) to the Graduate Office by the deadlines 
below. A $50 application fee applies. Applications are available 
online at www.buffalostate.edu/graduatestudies or from the 
Graduate Office, (716) 878-5601. 
The academic department to which the applicant applies 
makes all admission decisions concerning degree or premajor 
applications. Degree students (matriculated) have priority registra-
tion. Premajor and postmaster students (non-matriculated) should 
expect registration only on a space available basis. 
Application deadlines (may vary by department): 
Semester 
Fall 
Spring 
Swnmer 
Degree Program 
(Matriculated) 
5/1 
10/1 
3/1 
Premajor/Undeclared 
(Non-matriculated) 
7/1 
11/1 
4/1 
New non-degree or visiting graduate students 
If you seek only certain courses, not necessarily a formal degree, if 
you decide to attend graduate school too late to file the applica-
tion for matriculation, or if you are a current graduate student at 
another college or university, use this status. Visiting students 
should consult with home insititutions about the potential trans-
ferability of any coursework completed at Buffalo State. 
Complete the non-degree and visiting student applica-
tion on page 5 of this schedule and return it along with neces-
sary credentials (sealed transcript(s) or dean's letter and $50 non-
refundable application fee) to the Graduate Office at least two 
days prior to desired registration date. Applications cannot be 
filed on the same day you plan to register. Degree students 
(matriculated) have priority registration. Non-degree and visiting 
students (non-matriculated) should expect registration only on a 
space available basis. 
Registration for Continuing Undergraduate 
and Graduate Students: April 14 
New Student Registration: April 15 
Drop/ Add: May 27, 28, June 24 & July 22 
At the time this publication went to press, 
Buffalo State was working via the SABRE 
Project to implement web registration. 
It is possible that dates and procedures 
may change, but this will not be known 
until late March. If there are any changes 
that would affect registration in April for 
Summer 2003, students will .be notified by 
mail at both their local address and student 
email account at <mail.buffalostate.edu> 
no later than April 1. 
Your Registration Appointment 
A registration notice, listing the date you may register, will be mailed to 
you prior to registration. Information on the notice is current as of the 
date it was printed. You can update information on your record before 
you register by followi..t'l.g the instructions on the fonn. If your record 
is on hold (which will prevent you from registering), a message will 
print on the bottom of the ~otice. Bring your registration notice with 
you when you register. It is required for admission to the registration 
hall for April registration but is not required for May, June or July regis-
tration dates. If you have not received a notice by mail, contact the 
Registrar's Office in Moot Hall. 
Holds 
A hold prevents you from registering and will be placed on your 
record if you have an unmet financial or other obligation to the col-
lege (traffic ticket, MMR requirement, etc.). You must remove a hold 
with the office that placed it. It is recommended that you remove any 
holds at least two business days prior to your registration appoint-
ment. Offices which remove holds may not be open during all registra-
tion hours. When you remove your hold you will be given a hold 
release form. T~e that form to the information station inside Moore 
Complex when you register. 
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Academic Advisement 
If you are a matriculattd Buffalo State undergraduate student, you must 
meet with your advisor before you can register. It is your responsibility 
to schedule an advisement appointment. IF YOU ARE NOT ADVISED 
YOU CANNOT REGISTER. Majors should contact their major depart-
ment or faculty advisor. Students not in a major should contact the 
Advisement Center at 878-5223. EOP/SEEK students not in a major 
should contact your counselor. You must prepare for advisement by 
reviewing the section on academic programs in your college catalog. 
You are expected to bring to advisement a sample schedule of courses 
that fulfill the General Education Requirement and your major require-
ment. The responsibility for scheduling the advisement appointment 
rests with the student. Non-degree and graduate students do not 
require advisement to register. 
What to Bring 
To be admitted to April registration you must show your registration 
notice. If you are a matriculated undergraduate you must also show 
your advisement card. YOU MUST HAVE A #2 PENCIL TO REGISTER, A 
CIASS SCHEDULEANDA COLLEGE CATALOG. 
Missed Registration? 
You can attend another day, any timeAFfER your assigned day during 
registration. If you missed the entire registration period you can submit 
an opscan registration form to the Registrar's Office for processing dur-
ing the next registration period. Or you may choose to register in per-
son at the next registration. 
Graduate Student Registration Eligibility 
To be eligible for admission to graduate registration, you must have 
been accepted as a graduate student, either matriculat~d or non-matric-
ulated (undeclared/premajor/non-degree), at least one week prior to 
registration. Prospective students in the following categories must sub-
mit an application for graduate admission in accordance with estab-
lished deadlines (see page 7).This group includes those who: 
1. Have never attended Buffalo State College as a graduate student; 
2. Are a previously ~nrolled graduate student not registered for 
courses since spring 2002. 
All graduate stuµents are expected to be familiar wi~ the procedures 
and regulations outline.d in the Graduate Catalog. 
How to Read the Class Schedule 
Courses are listed alphabetically by subject within session. Reading 
left to right, the line lists the call number, catalog number, course title 
and advisement code, note or prerequisite, credit hours, meeting time 
and days, building and room, instructor, quota and option. Special atten-
tion should be given to the prerequisite column and the option col-
umn, since these areas indicate any enrollment restrictions or special 
.dates for the course. Codes can be interpreted by using the listing on 
page 22. 
The call number of the course identifies the session in which it is 
offered. 
Class Load 
Session 
A 
B 
C 
3:xxx 
4xxx 
5:xxx 
The maximum class load for matriculated students is 19 credits 
over the entire summer, May 27 -August 9 . Non-degree students' 
maximum is 11 credits. If you desire an overload, you must 
obtain a signed special permission form. Students in majors must 
obtain a special permission form from their adviser and unde-
clared and nondegree students from the Academic Standards 
Office in Twin Rise 100, 878-5222. Bring the form to registration 
and attach the white copy to your registration form. 
Course Reservation Options 
Course options restrict enrollment in a course. You must meet 
the option in order to register (i.e., majors only). In certain cir-
cumstances, an override of the course option can be made by the 
department chairperson. If you wish to seek an override of a 
course option, you must obtain the permission of the department 
chairperson in writing on a special permission form available in 
~e department office. Notes, memos, and telephone calls are not 
acceptable. See Special Permission Form section for complete 
instructions. 
Instructor Permission Option 
Instructor Permission option courses ALWAYS requires a Special 
Permission Form signed by the instructor for registration. Each 
course requiring instructor permission is coded with an alphabet-
ic code that explains WHY the permission is required. See the 
legend page for explanation of codes. Instructor permission does 
NOT allow registration in a closed course. 
Contacting Faculty 
As faculty schedules vary widely, when seeking advisement or 
answers to course seat availability questions, call first to deter-
mine the professor's office hours. You may need to make an 
appointment. Department secretaries usually have a list of office 
hours for faculty. They often have information on special permis-
sion availability and those authorized to issue forms in the 
absence of the instructor. 
SCHEDULE OF REGISTRATIONS 
When to Register 
April 14 
Registration for 
all sessions, continuing 
students 
April 15 
Registration 
for all sessions, 
new students 
May 27 & 28 
Drop/Add 
and Registration 
for all sessions 
June 24 
Drop/Add-and Registration 
for sessions B & C 
July 23 
Drop/ Add and Registration 
for session C 
Hours 
9 a.m.-6 p .m. 
Students admitted 
according to time 
assignment on your 
, registration notice 
1-6 p.m. 
1-4 p.m. (May 27) 
4-6 p.m. (May 28) 
2-5 p.m. 
2-5p.m. 
Who is Eligible 
Matriculated undergraduate 
students registered for 
Spring 03 or on leave 
of absence. Graduate 
students registered 
Spring 02-Spring 03 
or accepted by April 7. 
Any new student 
(graduate, undergraduate, 
or non-degree) accepted 
for Summer 03 by April 17. 
Any student registered for 
Summer 03. Graduate students 
enrolled Spring 02-Summer 03. 
New students accepted for 
Summer 03 by May 22. 
Any student registered 
for Summer 03. Graduate 
students enrolled 
Spring 02-Summer 03. 
New students accepted for 
Summer 03 by June 19. 
Any student registered 
for Summer 03. Graduate 
students enrolled 
Spring 02-Summer 03. 
New students accepted for 
Summer 03 by July 17. 
ALL REGISTRATIONS HEID AT MOORE COMPLEX. 
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What to Bring 
Registration Notice, 
advisement card (all 
W1dergraduate 
students), #2 pencil, 
class schedule, audit sheet, 
college catalog 
#2 pencil, class 
schedule, college catalog 
#2 pencil, class 
schedule 
#2 pencil, class 
schedule 
#2 pencil, class 
schedule 
Dropping/ Adding and Withdrawing from 
Courses 
Adding Summer Courses 
Students who wbh to add a course to their summer schedules are 
advised to read the chart below for dates. F.ach course has a spe-
cific last day to add. If you have not added a course before the 
deadline, you will not be able to add it or receive credit for it. 
Dropping Summer Courses 
Students who wish to drop a course (i.e., have the course deleted 
from their schedule without academic or financial penalty) are 
advised to read the chart below for "last day to drop" dates. F.ach 
course has a specific last day to drop. If you have not dropped a 
course before the deadline, you will be financially responsible for 
the course. These penalties apply even if you do not attend a 
single class session. 
Withdrawing from Courses 
Course Withdrawal Forms are available in the Registrar's Office, 
Moot Hall and the Adult and Evening Student Programs Office, 
Cleveland Hall 210. Withdrawal requires the signature of the 
instructor or the instructor's department office. The last day to 
withdraw is listed below. 
Students who wish to withdraw from a course will be fully 
or partially liable for tuition and fees, depending on when the 
withdrawal form is received by the Registrar's Office (see 
refunds/liability section). The date the completed and signed 
withdrawal form is received by the Registrar's Office determines 
the withdrawal date. A "W" grade will be recorded. 
Schedule of Drop/ Add/Withdrawal Dates 'tor Summer Sessions 
Date Session Begins Call# ~nge Drop/ Add Dates 
( courses with ( dates to add 
these call #'s) or drop courses 
in this session) 
Session A 
Tuesday, May 27 3000-3999 May 27, 28 
Session B 
Monday.June 23 4000-4999 May 27, 28,June 24 
Session C 
Monday, July 21 5000-5999 May 27, 28,June 24 
July 22 
HOW TO REGISTER 
At the time this publication went to press, 
Buffalo State was working via the SABRE 
Project to implement web registration. 
It is pos~ible that dates and procedures may 
change, but this will not be known until late 
March. If there are any changes that would · 
affect registration in April for Summer 2003, 
students will be notified by mail at both 
their local address and student email 
account at <mail.buffalostate.edu> 
no later than April 1. 
liability Withdrawal Date Date Session Ends 
(last day to (withdraw from courses 
to drop without with a "W" grade. "E" 
financial (failing) grade assigned 
liability. after this date) 
. Tuition assessed 
after this date.) 
May 28 June 13 June 21 
June 24 · July 10 July 19 
July 22 August 1 August 9 
Arrival and Required Documents 
Report to registration at your scheduled day and time, or any time 
thereafter. Do not report early. All registrations will be held at 
Moore Complex. Upon arrival at registration you will be asked to 
present your Registration Notice (only in April). If you do not 
have your notice, you will be able to obtain a duplicate copy at 
Moore Complex. 
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You will also be required to submit your Advisement Record 
(matriculated undergraduates only). If you do not have one, you 
will not be admitted and will be directed to your adviser to obtain 
one. Make an appointment for advisement early to avoid a delay in 
registration. (See advisement section.) 
You should bring your ,audit sheet, college catalog and a #2 
pencil. 
How to Check Course Availability 
Personal computers are available in Moore Complex during regis-
tration. 
You can access your student account on the audit system to 
obtain a copy of your audit sheet, or check course availability on 
OSCAR or FELIX. Instructions are posted next to the PC's. 
Completing/Depositing the Registration Form 
Registration forms are availabile to you as you enter the room. 
Instructions for completing the form are printed at the top. 
You must use a #2 pencil. 
If you have a special permission form clip the white copy to 
the registration form and deposit both in the multiple sheet slot. 
Keep the green copy of the permission form. 
If you have a hold release form, take it to the Information 
Center in Moore Complex before attempting to register. Do not 
deposit it in the slot. 
Once a form is deposited in the slot it cannot be returned. 
Registration Confirmation 
Your name will be called over the public address system when 
the results of your registration are ready for you to pick up. This 
usually takes about five minutes. 
Read your registration result carefully, and keep it as your 
confirmation and schedule copy. You will not be mailed a sched-
ule copy after registration. 
· An explanation of the codes/messages on your result are 
printed on page 13 of this schedule . 
If the course you requested is closed or canceled, the call 
numbers of all available sections of the same course will be listed 
with the number of seats remaining. 
If Your Course is Closed 
The only way you can register for a closed course is by using a 
Special Permission Form. The form, signed by both the instructor 
and department chair, may be issued through the department 
offering the course. You cannot assume you'll get permission, 
since each request is considered individually by the person autho-
rized to grant approval. Instructor permission is not sufficient to 
register for a closed course. Blank f~rms are not issued to stu-
dents. 
Special Permission Form 
The Special Permission Form allows you to register in special ci.f-
cumstances. Listed below are the instances when special permis-
sion may be granted. There is no guarantee of special permission, 
since each request is individually considered by the person autho-
rized to grant approval. 
Reason for Permission Signature Required 
Instructor pe~sion required Instructor 
Override of course options Instructor 
Course closed Instructor and Chairperson 
Matriculated undergraduate and Faculty Adviser 
registering for more than 19 
credit hours. 
Undergraduate registering for 
graduate course (matriculated 
students only). 
Graduate non-degree CTXXX 
major) registering for 6001700 
level course. 
Undergraduate non-degree 
(8100 major) registering for 
more than 11 credit hours 
Instructor, Chairperson, and 
Dean of Graduate Studies · 
Instructor, Chairperson, and 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
Director, Academic Standards 
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Permission for an override in any of these circumstances requires 
approval on the Special Permission Form only. Telephone calls, notes, 
memos, etc., are not acceptable. Students with a signed Special 
Permission Form must bring the form to registration. Complete a 
Registration Request, requesting the course for which permission 
was granted and deposit only the white copy of the Special 
Permission Form and the Registration Request in the slot marked 
"Multiple Sheets." Do not deposit the Special Permission Form by 
itself. Do not send it by mail. Forms are available at department 
offices. 
College Services and Programs 
Special Registration Services 
The Forms Slot 
The Registrar's Office offers a wall slot where you can drop off forms 
when the office is closed or anytime you are too busy to wait. 
Instructions and forms are available at the office in Moot Hall. 
The slot is open anytime the building is open. You can deposit any 
Registrar's Office form in the slot, including registration forms. 
Registration forms are processed twice a day on registration days. A 
note of caution: Dropping a registration form in the slot does not 
guarantee registration in the course. The student is responsible for 
checking the form for accuracy. If special permission is required, it 
must be clipped to the registration form. During April registration the 
advisement card and registration notice must also be attached (for 
matriculated undergraduates). 
Adult and Evening Student Programs 
The Adult and Evening Student Programs Office, housed in the 
Continuing Professional Studies Evening and Weekend College 
Programs Office in Cleveland Hall, room 210, provides 
information and services to the college's adult and evening 
student population.The office is open until 8:00 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday when classes are in ses1!ion. In addition to 
nighttime services, the office publishes the college's 
undergraduate evening course schedules and a newsletter with 
pertinent information for -adult and evening students. It also 
provides academic advisement for undeclared evening students. 
Visit www.buffalostate.edu/academics/cenc or call 878-5907 
for more information. 
Special Services for Students with Disabilities 
The Office of Special Services, housed in the Academic Skills Center, 
provides individual assistance for any student who requires it. If you 
do, please call this office at 87M500 at least a wee~ before registra-
tion begins. 
Special Assistance 
Call the Registrar's Hotline at 87M905 for answers to your 
questions, 24 hours a day. Detailed information is on page 15 of this 
schedule. Or visit the Registrar's Office during office hours, 
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m. Thursday, 8:30 
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Friday, during the spring and fall semesters. 
What is the difference between Registration 
and Drop/ Add? 
Registration is the first registration period for the summer. The 
best selection of courses is available during this period. 
Drop/Add is held at the start of each session. It is for students 
who were not eligible to attend the earlier registration or those 
who registered earlier and wish to change their schedules. The 
last day of Drop/ Add is the last day to drop class~s with no finan-
cial liability. 
Would a hold on my record stop my 
registration? How do I remove a hold? 
Yes, it will. To remove the hold, contact the office listed on your 
registration notice under "special messages." If you are advised of 
a hold while you are registering, see the Information Center for 
office/location. It takes time to remove a hold, so take care of this 
in advance of your registration date/time assignment. Offices that 
remove holds may not be open during ati registration evening 
hours. 
Can I request more than one section of the 
same course? 
No. The computer will tell you it is a duplicate and deny your 
request. If you want to change a section, drop the section of the 
course you have and then request the one you want to add. A 
note of caution: Once you drop a course, there is no guarantee 
you will be able to add it back again. 
The course(s) I need is not available. 
What should I do? 
See an advisor to select another course. During registration there 
is a faculty assistance area. Or, use the campus telephones to call 
your adviser at his/her office. 
What is a Sp·ecial Permission Form and why 
would I need one? · 
The Special Permission.Form is used to allow registration in spe-
cial circumstances. There is no guarantee of special permission 
since each request is individually judged by the person(s) autho-
rized to grant approval. To determine whether you·need a special 
permission form, see the. class schedule reserve option column 
(far right column). If the course has an option, it will say so in this 
column (majors, instruction permission, etc.). If you meet the 
option (course is SOC 100 MAJORS ONLY and you are a sociolo-
gy major), you don't need special permission. If you don't meet 
the option (course is BIO 100 MAJORS ONLY and you are a math 
major), you need special permission. Courses listed as "instructor 
permission" always need a special permission form. Special ·per-
mission is also used to grant approval for a course overload, to 
undergraduates registering for graduate courses, for non-degree 
graduate students registering for 600 or 700-level courses, and 'for 
permission to register for a course that is closed. Obtain the form 
from the academic department office. 
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I can't attend registration at my scheduled 
time/day. What should I do? 
You can attend any time AFTER your date/time assignment but not 
before. For any registration or drop/add, you may leave a 
Registration Request Form with the. Registrar's Office, Moot Hall, 
or Adult and Evening Student Programs, Cleveland Hall 210, if you 
cannot attend. The Registrar's Office also has a form slot outside 
its office that can be used any time the building is open. 
I have a question at registration. Whom 
should I see for answers? 
The Information Center is located in Moore Complex during reg-
istration to answer your questions and a faculty advisor is usually 
available to assist you. Campus phones are located in the registra-
tion hall for your use. 
Where can I get more information about 
registration? 
The class schedule, the college catalog, and your adviser are all 
excellent sources of information. Or, call the Registrar's Office at 
878-4905, or Adult and Evening Student Programs at 878-5907. 
Will my registration be canceled if I don't 
pay? 
No, it will not be canceled for non-payment. In fact, you w~ 
continue to receive bills and incur late charges. If you decide not 
to take the course(s), you must drop it or you will be financially 
liable. 
If my class meets on dates different from 
the regular session, do the published 
deadlines for refund/withdraw registration 
apply to me? 
Yes. The deadlines for the session in which your course is listed 
are in effect. For example, if your course is listed under Session A 
but starts June 5, you must drop the course by the second day of 
the session (May 28) to receive · 100% refund. 
Can I register or drop/ add for more than 
one session at a time? 
Yes, as long as your requests are not retroactive. 
I just completed my course. Will I get my 
official grade report now? 
No. Your official grade report will be mailed to you after all sum-
mer sessi?ns have ended, approximately August 14. However, 
your instructor.may tell you the grade you have earned. 
HowTo te pr t 
Status codes: 
A-ADDED this transaction. You are registered for the course. 
D-DROPPED this transaction. You are not registered for the course. 
NA-NOT ADDED. You were not registered for the course. 
ND-NOT DROPPED. You were not dropped from the course. 
NR-NOT REGISTERED. You were not registered for the course. 
NP-NOT PROCESSED. Your request was not processed. 
R-REGISTERED prior to this transaction. You are registered for 
the course. 
Registration Result Messages: 
Numbers in ( ) after definitions refer to the explanations under 
NUMBER CODES at the bottom of this page. 
All available seats reserved: You do not meet the option. (2) or ( 4) 
All College Honors 
Freshmen 
Orientation Registration 
Educational Opportunity Program (first-time freshmen) 
Lowerclassmen 
Upperclassmen 
Majors 
All remaining seats reserved: Instructor Permission. This course 
requires the permission of the instructor. (2) or (4) 
Course canceled: This course is not being offered. (2) 
Course closed: This course is filled. (2) or (3) 
Course in past session: You tried to add or drop a course in a 
session for which adds and drops are no longer being accepted. (1) 
Dropping a course that is not registered: Recheck the call mun-
ber to determine if you entered the wrong number; if so, complete a 
new ·registration request. Or check to see if the course was canceled; 
if so, you do not need to drop. Or check the call number to deter-
mine if this was an add. If so, complete a new registration request, 
using action circle "ADD". 
Duplicate call number, same as: You already registered for this 
course. (5) 
, Duplicate course, same as: You already registered for the same cat-
alog number. You must drop the duplicate already on your schedule. 
Drop the registered course duplicate, and add this course. (Contact 
the Information Center if this is a topics course.) 
Eleven credit-hour limit for undergraduate 
(8100/8150 non-degree) exceeded: You are not eligible to take 
more than 11 credits. In some instances, special permission may be 
granted. (6) 
Graduate (7XXX) may not register for 600/700-level course: 
You are not eligible to take 6oonoo-level courses. Under certain cir-
cumstances, special permission may be granted. (3) 
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Hold - Contact: Your records are on hold. Contact the area indicated 
to clear hold and return to registration with a hold release. See the 
Information Center. 
Invalid call number: This number does not exist or you did not 
complete all circles. Recheck the call number. (7) 
Invalid semester indicated: You failed to color in the cu;cle for the 
correct term. (7) 
Nineteen-credit-hour limit for undergraduate exceeded: Your 
request exceeds the 19-hour limit. Drop a course, then submit your 
add request or (6). 
No action indicated in block: You failed to fill in the action circle. 
Do you want to drop or add? (7) 
No number indicated in block #: You failed to color in any or all 
call number circles. (7) 
Request submitted prior to time assignment: You submitted a 
registration request befQre your assigned registration date/time. Leave 
the registration area and return at your correct time. If you have a 
time assignment form and failed to submit it with your registration 
request, this message will appear. Complete a new registration 
request and submit it with the time assignment form in the slot 
marked "Multiple Sheets." 
Scanner form rtjected. No actions were indicated: You failed to 
fill in any action circles. Do you want to drop or add? (7) 
Student ID not on file: You colored in the ID number circles 
incorrectly. (7) 
Undergraduate may not register for a graduate course: You 
need special permission to enroll for graduate courses. (3) 
Void indicated in block#: If you checked action code VOID, 
a message will print indicating the block you voided. (5) 
Warning time conflict: You have scheduled a time conflict. Call 
numbers of conflicting courses for which you ARE registered will 
print. It is your responsibility to resolve this conflict by dropping 
one of the courses or making arrangements with the course 
instructors. 
Number codes: 
(1) Contact the Information Center 
(2) Complete a new Registration Request for a different course 
(3) Seek approval for an override_ from the department on a Special 
Permission Form 
( 4) Seek permission to enroll from the instru~tor on a Special 
Permission Form 
(5) No further action is required 
(6) Non-degree and undeclared students seek approval for an 
academic override from Academic Standards, Twin Rise' 100, on a 
special permission form; degree students seek approval from your 
adviser on a special permission form. 
(7) Complete a new registration request. 
All Students 
Variations in Times and Dates of Courses 
A few courses do not follow the dates of the sessions. Any variation in 
dates or in times is noted in the note or prerequisite column following 
the course title. Regardless of any such variations, established dead-
lines for the appropriate session will prevail. 
Academic Advisement 
All academic advisement, both undergraduate and graduate, is handled 
by assigned faculty advisors in your department. All inquiries concern-
ing specific department degree requirements should be directed to 
your assigned advisor. If you do not have an advisor, contact your 
department chairperson so tl1at one can be assigned. 
Address/Name Change 
If you have changed your mailing address or name, you should give 
notice to the Registrar's Office. Graduate students should contact the 
Graduate Studies Office. 
Cancellation of courses 
Buffalo State College makes every effort to offer courses that will meet 
your needs. However, the college reserves the right to cancel any sec-
tion of a course. Students registered for a canceled course will be noti-
fied by mail, or at the first class meeting. If you are registered for can-
celed courses, you will be dropped automatically and do not need to 
attend Drop/ Add or file a withdrawal form. Full tuition refunds will be 
issued by mail. 
Grades 
Grades for all sessions are generated only once during the summer. 
Therefore, all grade reports will be mailed approximately Augu_st 14, 
2003. Credit will also be posted to your official record at that time. 
Graduate Students 
Candidacy 
You are responsible for completing your application for Admission to 
Candidacy and submitting it to your adviser for approval. Candidacy 
is a written agreement stating the courses you must complete to 
receive your degree. This must be done upon completion of 6 to 12 
credit hours of graduate course work. Failure to submit approved 
candidacy to the Graduate Studies Office will result in a hold being 
placed on your record. Approval of candidacy results in priority regis-
tration privileges. 
Changes in Approved Degree Programs 
If you change your approved program (candidacy), you must submit 
the change in writing to the Graduate Office. Changes in your pro-
gram must be approved, in writing, by your adviser, department chair, 
and faculty dean. It must be submitted the semester the change takes 
place. Forms for this purpose are available in the Graduate Office or 
online at www.buffalostate.edu/graduatestudies. 
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Graduate Students Wishing to Take Undergraduate 
Courses 
You may register for undergraduate courses to remove deficiency or 
prerequisite requirements. However, undergraduate coursework is 
never accepted to fulfill requirements for a graduate degree. 
Matriculated graduate students who take undergraduate courses will 
pay graduate tuition and fees rates. 
Prerequisites 
You are expect~d to meet the course prerequisites listed in the master 
schedule and current graduate catalog. If you do not meet course pre-
requisites, you will be asked to drop the class. 
Premajor/Undeclared Students 
Students accepted into this status will be eligible to register for 500-
level graduate coursework. Undeclared students must obtain approval 
of the instructor, department chairperson, and the dean of graduate 
studies on a Special Permission Form (available in departments) to reg-
ister for 600- and/or 700-level courses. Because classroom space is lim-
ited, preference is given to students in degree programs. Therefore, reg-
istration is on a space-available basis only. Because undeclared/prema-
jor status is primarily for those students who are preparing to enter a 
degree program, appropriate credits may be acceptable as part of the 
degree requirements upon approval of the major department. 
Guidelines for Non-Regular Registrations (On-Sit~ 
Classes, Workshops, Special Programs) 
All registration for on-site classes, workshops, and other special pro-
grams not listed in a regular graduate class schedule takes place on the 
first day of class under the supervision of the instructor conducting 
the class. In order to be eligible to receive graduate credit, you must 
possess a baccalaureate degree and fall into one of the admissions cate-
gories stated below: 
1) Graduate student in good standing at Buffalo State College. 
2) Undeclared/Premajor Student/Non-<legree-Code 7XX'.X. 
To obtain status, a graduate application, $50 non-refundable application 
fee and an official baccalaureate transcript are required. 
3) Postmaster's Status-Code 9000. To obtain status, a graduate appli-
cation, a $50 non-refundable application fee and official master's 
degree transcript are required. 
4) Visiting Student Status-Code 9999. To obtain status, a graduate 
application, $50 non-refundable application fee and a letter from the 
dean stating you are a student in good standing are required. 
Promptness in meeting the above requirements will facilitate the reg-
istration process. Applications can be obtained from the instructor or 
on the first day of class. 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR AND DEADLINES 
Summer Registration ....................... · ..... April 14 and 15 
Classes Begin 
Session A ...... .. ............. ................................ .... May 27 
Session B - ........ ................................................ June 23 
Session C ......................................................... July 21 
Drop/Add 
Session A ...... r .... . .................................. May 27 and 28 
Session B ..................................... May 27, 28;June 24 
Session C ........................ May 27, 28; June 24;July 22 
Individual Study Application Deadline ...... ... .. July 22 
Last Day for 100% Tuition Refund 
Session A .... .... .......... \ ........... ........................... May 28 
Se~sion B ................... ............... ...................... June 24 
Session C .............. .. ......................................... July 22 
Course Withdrawal Deadlines 
Session A ... ... ... ......... ......... .. .. .. .... ................... June 13 
Session B ...... ...... ... .. .... ... ........... .... ................. . July 1 O 
Session C .... ...... .. ................ .. .... .................. .. . August 1 
Leave of Absence Deadlines 
(Undergraduate Students) 
Session A .. ...... .. .............. ................................ June 13 
Session B .... .. ... ... ... ..... ...... ... .. .. .. ... .. ....... .. .. .. ... . July 10 
Session C .... ... ......... ......................... .......... .. .. August 1 
Applications for 
August 2003 Graduation .. .. ........ . : ... .... ....... .. .... .. . June 6 
Theses Deadline (Graduate Students) ............ .. July 25 
Pass/Fail Deadline 
Session A .... .................... .. ........ .. .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ..... June 9 
Session B ... ... ...... ..... .. ..... .. ... .. .... ....... ... .. .. ....... .. . July 7 
Session C .. ... .. ........ .. .................... ............ .. .. .. .. July 30 
Last Day of Classes 
Session A .. ..... ................. ... ....... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .. .. June 21 
Session B .. ........ .... .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .... .. .. .. ... ...... .... .. July 19 
Session C .... .. .. ... ... ... .. ............ .... .. ... ... ... ....... .. August 9 
Removal Summer 2003 Incompletes ... ..... October 31 
Consult the College Catalog for complete informa-
tion. Forms generally available in Registrar's Office 
for undergraduate students and online at 
www.buffalostate.edu/graduatestudies or in the 
Graduate Office for graduate students. 
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REGISTRAR'S 24-HOUR HOTLINE 
The Registrar 's Office provides an automated service 
to answer your questions, 24 hours a day. You can 
reach this service by calling 716-878-4905 and then 
pressing the keys on your touchtone phone in the fol-
lowing order: 
Transcript information 
How to request a transcript: 1, 1 
Previous transcript request: 1,2 
Checking on the receipt of your high school or college 
transcript (undergraduate students): 1,3 
Registration and drop/ add information 
Dates and information: 2, I 
Requesting a class schedule or catalog: 2,2 
Dropping or adding courses: 2,3 
Holds on your record: 2,4 
Grading and Graduation 
Grades: 3,1 
Graduate Graduation Application: 3,2 
Undergraduate Graduation Application: 3,3 
Forms to change your record/status 
Withdraw from course(s): 4, I 
Na~e and/or address change: 4,2 
Taking a course pass/fail: 4,3 
Changing your majo~: 4,4 
Withdrawal from college or leave of absence: 4,5 
Enrollmentverification:5 
Billing 
Bills for registrations made on April 14 & 15, 2003, will be processed 
on April 21, 2003 with a due date of May 8, 2003. • Non-payment will 
NOT cancel registration. Failure to pay in that time fram~ w ill result in 
a late payment fee of $30 being assessed to your account. 
If you decide not to attend, you MUST drop courses on one of the fol-
lowing Drop/Add dates: 
May 27 & 28 - all sessions 
Jwie 24 - sessions B & C 
July 22 - session C 
'"Billing dates may change pending SABRE implementation. 
Billing During Drop/ Add 
Drop/Add is held at the beginning of each session. You will be billed 
after registration with payment due 10 days from date of billing. 
Failure to pay in that time frame will result in assessment of a late pay-
ment fee of $30. Non-payment will NOT cancel registration. 
Payment 
Full payment is expected for all courses in which you are registered. 
Do not send partial payments. If you wish to adjust your schedule 
after billing, you must make your full payment of the bill and adjust 
your schedule during drop/add. MasterCard and Vtsa credit cards will 
be accepted to accommodate full ruition payment. 
Late Fees 
A late registration fee of $30 will be charged for first time summer reg-
istration after July 22, 2003. A late payment fee will be assessed to any 
payment covering any registration from April registration or drop/add 
received after the due date. These fees will not be waived or deferred. 
Returned Check Fees 
A $20 fee will be assessed for any check that is returned because of 
insufficient funds or for any rejected credit card transaction. The $30 
late payment fee will be charged when appropriate. 
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Fee 
Undergraduate Tuition and Fees 
Rates subject to change without notice as directed by SUNY Board 
of Trustees. 
New York State Resident: 
$ 13 7 per credit hour 
Activity Fee: $5.00 flat fee 
College Fee : $.85 per credit hour 
Health Fee: $6.25 per credit hour 
Athletic Fee: $6.45 per credit hour 
Technology Fee: $10.00 per credit hour 
Out of State Resident: 
$346 per credit hour 
Activity Fee: $5 .00 flat fee 
College Fee: $.85 per credit hour 
Health Fee: $6.25 per credit hour 
Athletic Fee: $6.45 per credit hour 
Technology Fee: $ 10.00 per credit hour 
Graduate Tuition and Fees 
Rates subject to change without notice as directed by SUNY Board 
of Trustees. 
New York State Resident: 
$213 per credit hour 
College Fee: $.85 per credit hour 
Health Fee: $6.25 per credit hour 
Technology Fee: $10.00 per credit hour 
Out-of-State Res\dent: 
$351 per credit hour 
College Fee: $ .85 per credit hour 
Health Fee: $6.25 per credit hour 
Technology Fee: $10.00 per credit hour 
If you are a non-degree student, you will pay for each course at level 
indicated. Visiting students will be charged according to the class level 
at their own campus. 
Teacher Waivers 
Present supervision teacher waiver certificates along with payment of 
fees by the payment deadline. If the certificate is transferred, be sure all 
information on the back of the certificate is completed and signed by 
the district administrator. Transferred waivers will not be accepted 
after the second week of classes. Altered waivers are not acceptable. 
Waivers cover ruition only and are honored at the New York resident 
rate. Students are responsible for paying college fees. Waivers will be 
honored only at the maximum rate of $250 for a three-credit hour 
waiver. The college is not responsible for waivers lost in the mail . • 
Parking Permits 
The charge for summer session parking is ten dollars ($10). Individuals 
registering at drop/add must go to the Student Account Office to register, 
pay and receive the parking permit tag.There is NO REFUND after the 
first drop/add period. 
Refunds/Liability 
If you officially drop courses during drop/add, or process a course with-
drawal, leave of absence or withdrawal from the college through 
·the Registrar's Office, you may be entitled to a refund or tuition liability 
decrease. Refunds and liability are determined according to the following 
table. Official date of withdrawal is determined by the date the 
withdrawal form is received and stamped by the Registrar's Office, 
or the date you process a drop. If you want a tuition refund, you must 
sign the registration or withdrawal form. 
First two days of Session A .... . .. . . . ........... . ... . . . 100% 
Second day of Session B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 OQ% 
Third day through end of first week of Sessions A & B . . . . . . . 50% 
Second week of Sessions A & B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0% 
Second day of Session C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100% 
Third day through end of first week of Session C ..... , .. . ... 35% 
Second week of Session C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... 0% 
Course Cancellation 
Due to the unique funding arrangements mandated by the State of New 
York, the availability of summer session courses is dependent upon a min-
imum number of paid registrations. If a course must be canceled due to 
insufficient enrollment, affected students will be notified by mail. 'They 
will be given an opportunity to register for another section of the course 
or a similar course. 
Financial Aid Information 
A student must have on file a processed 2003-2004 Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) to receive federal financial aid for the 
summer. Students must also submit a separate Buffalo State Summer Aid 
Application which will be available in the Financial Aid Office in March. 
Federal Stafford Loans 
Federal Stafford Loans are available for summer study under the following 
terms and conditions:· 
1. Students must be matriculated and attending at least half-time 
(6 credits). 
2. Borrowing Stafford Loans for the summer session may reduce the 
amount you can borrow during the academic year. Consult the Financial 
Aid Office about how you may be affected. 
3. Most loan funds are disbursed in two instalhnents; one at the start of 
the summer and one half way through the summer. 
4. Failure to complete the courses you ,register for may result in the 
return of a portion or all of the loan proceeds. 
TAP (Tuition Assistance Program) 
TAP awards cannot be used as a deferment for summer sessions.TAP 
awards for sum.mer are reimbursed ~,later date for all qualified 
applicants. 
Federal Pell Grant 
Pell grants are available in the sum.mer for those undergraduate stll-
dents who qualify. There is a limit to how much Pell funds one may 
receive each year. Srudents who do not graduate in August or 
December may not be eligible to receive a Pell grant for the spring 
2004 semester. Pell recipients must be matriculated and can receive 
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grants even for less than half-time study. Pell funds can be used as 
a deferment against tuition and fees but disbursement of funds 
begins in the latter part of August. 
Federal Workstudy Programs 
Stlldents enrolled at least half-time can be awarded part-time 
workstudy, working up to twenty hours per week. Students not 
attending classes in the sum.mer may be eligible for full-time 
workstudy, working up to 35 hours per week, if they have a 
2003-2004 FAFSA form on file prior to the start of the summer 
semester. To be eligible for full-time workstudy a student must be 
matriculated in the fall semester. Funds earned for full-time w ork-
study may reduce the amount of aid a student will be eligible to 
,. receive in the following fall or spring semesters. _______ __ __ __ . 
TRANSCRIPT OF ACADEMIC RECORD 
For students attending Buffalo State College from other institutions, an official 
transcript will need lo be for:warded to your home institution for transfer credit 
evaluation. As a convenience, a transcript fonn has been printed below (may be 
duplicated for multiple copies). Complete all infonnation and forward with a $5 
· check or money order (for each transcript requested) to Buffalo State College, 
Transcript Office, 1300 Elmwood Avenue, Moot Hall, Buffalo, NY 14222. Your 
transcript will be ent at the conclusion of the summer session, approximately 
August 14. 
. Official transcripts are not issued directly to students but will be forwarded 
upon request to authorities whom the student may designate. A student copy 
may be ordered for personal use. Transcripts cannot be furnished for students 
who have an unmet financial obligation to the college. 
TRANSCRIPT REQUEST FORM 
Registrar's Office · ATTN: TRANSCRIPTS 
Buffalo State College 
1300 Elmwood Avenue, Moot Hall, Buffalo, NY 14222 
PRINT YOUR FULL NAME AND CURRENT ADDRESS: 
PLEASE SEND A TRANSCRIPT TO: 
Today's Date : _________________ _ 
Day Phone: _ ________________ _ 
Social Security #: ________________ _ 
Is this your first semester at Buffalo State College? ____ _ 
If no, what year did you last attend? _ ________ _ 
DELAY ISSUING TRANSCRIPT UNTIL: 
Posting of current semester's grades: __________ _ 
(Summer grades are posted after the last session) 
Posting of degree after end of this semester: ________ _ 
Bachelor 's Degree ______ Master's Degree ____ _ 
Student's Signature 
SUMMER 03 
Undergraduate and Graduate Day Courses Continued 
Department Session A Session B• Session C 
May 27-June 21 June 23-July 19 July 21-August 9 
Geography & Planning GEG 101,364 
Undergraduate and Graduate Day Courses Health & Wellness HEW 204,225,305,310,312,345 HEW 204,308, 520,615 HEW 488 
History & Social HIS 107,116,117,322,389; HIS 106, 107, 115, 210; HIS 106, 115,360; 
Studies Education SSE 309, 407 SSE 303,605 SSE 370 
Department Session A . Session B• Session C 
May 27-June 21 June 23-July 19 July 21-August 9 
Hospitality HTR 100, 110, 340,361,389,470 
African American Studies ENG 204; PSC 218, 333; 
Humanities HUM 100 HUM 100 
HIS 322 soc 351 Mathematics MAT 103, 110,121,311, MAT 103, ll0, 121 , 122, MAT 103,270,683; 
Anthropology ANT 101,381 ·ANT 101 , 381 ANT 114,381 
322,351 126, 311 , 381; - MED 690 
MED 602,606 
Art Education AED 100, 200, 398 AED 502, 510,606, 609 AED 506,591 , 603 Modern & Classical FRE 101,201; FRE 102,202,497, 594; 
Biology BIO 100, 104, 308,488 BIO 488 BIO 488 
Business BUS 116, 212,300, 302,312, BUS 116, 320,334,360, 389, BUS 116,320,325, 334, 
313,324,334,350,360,378,389 430, 497,602 340,430,460 
Languages ITA 201 ; ITA 102; 
MCL 337; SPA 101, 102,201, 
SPA 101,102,201,202,301 202,497,594 
Nutrition NFS 105,334 NFS 495 
Butler Library LIB 100 Performing Arts DAN 224; MUS 206; 
Chemistry CHE 100,111 , 201 , 203 CHE 100,112,202, 204, 
399,412 
MUS 206, 301, 329; THA 106 
THA 106 
Coaching and HPR 201 , 319 HPR 300,335 Philosophy & Religion PHI 308,323; REL 321 PHI 102, 323 PHI 101 ,323 
Physical Education 
Physics PHYlll PHY 112 PHY 510, 594,622 
Communication COM 100, 103, 205, 215,306, 
308,328, 329,389,400 
COM 210,.304, 317 COM 103,488 Political Science PSC 103,315,326,488 PSC 218,320,333, 488 PSC 101, 102,330,488 
Computer ' CIS 101 , 420,488 CIS 101; Psychology PSY 325 
Information Systems EDC 606,672 Social Work SWK 105, 220,308,319, SWK 320 SWK 317 
Creative Studies CRS 205 CRS 205,559,560,610,615 CRS 205 321 , 422 
Criminal Justice CRJ 101,201,202,301 CRJ 101,201,430 CRJ 101,203,307,425 Sociology soc 100,301,320,350, soc 240,302,351, . soc 100, 330, 333, 390,486,488,491 380,390 381,400 
Design DES 114 DES 114,190 DES 114,475 Speech-Language, SLP 210,515,606,611 SLP 312,429 SLP 515 
Eanh Science & GES 100; GES 101; GES 506 Pathology 
Science Education SCI 100,105 SCI 594 Technology FIT 108,109,250,411, FIT 206, 336; FIT 107,415 
Economics & Finance ECO 103,201,305,314 ECO 103,201,202,305,314 ECO 488 
Educational Foundations ADE 625; CSP 624; CSP 617,625; EDF 302 
CTE 413,499,604; EDF 202, 203, 353, 500, 50~, ' 
414,488; SAF 305; 
SAF 305;TEC 319 TEC 101,495 
Women's Studies soc 320 ENG 231;HEW 308 -
EDF 202, 203, 302, 303, 
403,503,689 
528,602,611,688 
Elementary Education EDU 201,211 , 315,416,513, EDU 416,534,535,543,574, ELF 703,706 
and Reading 535,601,611,613; 601,611; 612,647,670,672; 
I ELF 703 ELF 500, 534,602,672 
English ENG 101,102,206,221,240,301, ENG 102,151,211,231,300, ENG 102,221,230,252, 
305,311,345,370 642,691 260,301,356,370, 
461, 638, 644 
Exceptional Education EXE 100,245,360, 362, 363, EXE 364,375,501,504,534, 
371, 372,375,682 577,594,628,636,660 
ur e 
Fine Arts FAR 210,251,311,312,313,335 FAR 103,230,331,332, FAR 250,341,342, 
333,345,630,640 343,640 
•some Session B graduate courses for education majors will begin June 30. Check individual listings for details. · 
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Undergraduate Evening* and Weekend Courses (*6 p.m. or later) 
Department Session A Session B Session C 
May 27-June 21 June 23-July 19 July 21-August 9 
-
Anthropology ANT 144 
Business BUS 116,312 BUS 313 
Chemistry CHE 100,111 CHE 112 
Communication COM 100, 205,450 COM 210 
Criminal Justice CRJ 202, 204, 317 CRJ 204 
Design DES 114 
Economics & Finance ECO 202 
Educational Foundations CTE 306; EDF 302 
English 
Geography & Planning 
History & Social 
Studies Education 
Modern & Classical 
Languages 
Nutrition 
Philosophy & Religion 
Sociology 
Technology 
Women's Studies 
ENG 301 ENG 301 
GEG 307 
HIS 204 
SPA 101 SPA 102 
NFS 495 
REL 321 
soc 310 
ENT 313;TEC 313 
soc 310 
Distance education courses are included 
in the general course. listings. 
For more information on distance education ·opportunities, 
· visit www.buffalostate.edu/ offices/ disted. 
20 
Graduate Evening* and Weekend Courses (*4:00 p.m. or later) 
Department Session A Session B Session C 
May 27-June 21 June 23-July 19 July 21-August 9 
Business OEC 601 BUS 534 
Coaching and 
Physical Education HPR 519 
Computer Information EDC 500,690 
Systems 
Creative Studies CRS 559,615 CRS 610 
Educational Foundations CSP 616,618,623, 689; CSP 622, 690; 
EDF 500,528,611,689 EDF 500, 525,641 ,689,715 
Elementary Education EDU 513,543,574,601 ,690; EDU 552, 690; ELF 683 
and Reading ELF 500 ELF 500, 552, 559 
Exceptional Education EXE 500, 502, 533 EXE684 
Health & Wellness HEW620 .,. 
History & Social HIS 501 
Studies Education 
Technology INT 670 INT 594 INT 675 
21 
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Session A: May 27-June 21 
General Education, Global Issues, T Practicwn placement ( other than of a compute r and the internet is CTE Career &Technology F.ducation 
and Diversity Codes student teaching) necessary DAN Performing Arts CALL CATALOG COURSE Ar:N CR. NOTE OR OPEN RESERV RESERV 
All codes for courses which carry U Verification of prerequisites 26 Web-based class will not meet OED Business F.ducation NO. NUMBER TITLE CD HR. PREREQUISITE MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
general education credit, global required on campus. Regular access to a com- DES Design AFRICAN AND AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 
issues or diversity requirements, are V Leadership experience required puter and the internet is required EAD Elementary F.ducation & 
shown in the course title column of W ECC joint teacher prep-program 27 Interactive video; the note/pre- Reading 3193 ENG240 AFR- AM LITT'40 D 3 10:30Im - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 207 Tweglllm1n1,A 35 
the class schedule. X Reserved for off campus group requisite field includes the location, ECO Economics and Finance 3005 HIS322 AFRO-AMER HIST DCS 3 01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 Atmfleld,F 32 
The first space indicates global issues Y Must have MS DOS computer and if not on campus. Contact the dis- ECS Elementary F.ducation & -========s-==--sm;a;--:raaa:s~- ------- rm_.__ or diversity status: access to adequate computer facili- tance education office at 878-6910 Reading ANTHROPOLOGY D = Diversity ties 28. Requires satisfactory completion EDC F.ducational Computing 
G = Global Issues of ENG 102 or equivalent. EDF F.ducational Foundations 
The middle space designates general Special Notes to Students EDU Elementary F.ducation & 
education core: Courses listing numbers 1-28 in the Building Designations Reading 
3234 ANTI01 UNDRSTNG CUL TUR GCSO 3 08:00am- 09:55 im MTWRF CLAS 8309 Chlunvu,S 25 C:::: Core note or prerequisite column have BACO Bacon Hall ELF Elementary F.ducation 3242 ANT381 RELIGIMAGICICUL T\JR CS V3 3 01:00pm- 02:55pm MTWRF CLAS ~19 30 
The third space indicates the core special notes to students. BISH Bishop Hall &Reading m_._.m..-==•-=----------
area, if applicable: BUCK Buckham Campus School ENG English ART CONSERVATION T = Applied Science /Technology 1 Lab fee required BULG Bulger Communication Center ENT Technology 
A =Arts 2 Studio fee BUTI Butler library EXE Exceptional F.ducation 
H = Humanities 3 Do not register for a course meet- CAMB Can1pbell Student Union FAR Fine Arts 
M = Math/Science ing im,mediately before or after this CASS Cassety Hall FLE Modem & Classical Languages 
10 MAJORS 3058 CNS698 INTERN SUSTAIN 0 CNS699 TBA CALL DEPT Tahk,F S = Social Science class CAUD Caudell Hall FRE French ~==s==:rmitrm==-ma:::cm::=:::===c====m=:aa:,-en maamrm 
TI1e fourth and fifth spaces indicate 4 Lesson with additional fee CHAS Chase Hall FIT Fashion Technology 
ART EDUCATION any additional General Education 5 Cross-listed CIAS Classroom Building GES Earth Science & Science 
2000 area, if applicable: 6 Additional hours required HGYM Houston Gym F.ducation 
Z = Math requirement 7 Only those students who have KETC Ketchum Hall GRK Greek 
Vl = Civilizations: American taken the English composition place- OFC Off Campus - contact dept. HIS History & Social Studies 
History ment exam. or who have transfer ONC On-Campus - contact dept. HON Honors 3229 AED100 ESSEN VIS ARTS CAR 3 10:30am- 01:15 pm MTWRF UPTO 410 Plm,M 20 
V2 = Civilizations: Western credit in English composition may ROCK Rockwell Hall HEW Health & Wellness 3230 AED200 FUND ART INQUIR CAR 3 08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF BULG N002B Olson.A 25 
3231 AED398 COMP APP ART ED 3 08:00,am- 11:40am MTWRF BISH 35 AQ91,C 17 MAJORS V3 = Civilizations: Other World enroll SCIE Science Building HPR Coaching & Physical F.ducation =====--- z====m::::r.::s:rm::===m:::2--m====r:T:11======== -
,.,.,..,. __ 
F = Foreign Language' 8 Must attend special orientation SOUT South Wing HUM Humanities 
BIOLOGY B :::: Basic Communication session. Contact department TBA To be announced INT Technology 
9 Must file form with department THEA Theater Arts ITA Italian 
Instructor Permission Codes for individual physical education pro- TWIN 1'win Rise - 2nd Floor 1UP Academic Standards Office 
Courses listing instructor permission gram, upon recommendation of the UPTO Upton Hall IAT latin 
in the course option column will health center LIB Library 3216 BIO100 PRIN OF BIOLOGY CMN 3 NON-MAJORS 08:00am- 09:55 im MTWRF SCIE 272 Pettlbone,G 51 
show a corresponding code in the 10 Special meeting dates. Contact Day of Week Code MAT Mathematics 3219 BIO104 ENVIRON BIOLOGY GCMN 3 NON-MAJORS 03:30pm- 05:25 pm MTWRF SCIE 272 51 
note or prerequisite column indicat- department In the course listings, days of the. MCL Modern & Classical Languages 3221 BIO308 HUM ANAT PHYS CM 3 BlO100AND 08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF SCIE 211 Huffman-Kelly ,K 44 
UPPER CLASS STANDING ing why permission is n~ded. 11 All non-transfer students must week are signified by the following MED Mathematics 3222 BI0488 BIO INTERNSHIP 1 CODEC TBA CALL DEPT Snydlr,R 24 INST PERM 
pass the competency exam before code: MUS Performing Arts 3225 BI0488 BIO INTERNSHIP 2 CODEC TBA CALL DEPT Snydlr,R 24 INSTPERM 
A Erie County Employee Education registering. Transfer students who do Monday M NFS Nutrition & Hospitality 3228 BI0488 BIO INTERNSHIP 3 CODEC TBA . CALL DEPT Snyder,R 24 INST PERM 
Program Preference not transfer a math course must also Tuesday T NSE Special Programs :.:S"22~~=---:s:a-m=::::ca:a.a:::i:::s:=:::=s:a::::= 
B Nonmajors only pass the competency exam Wednesday w OEC Business F.ducation BUSINESS C Internship - requires prior place- 12 Special equipment required - see Thursday R PAR Performing Arts 
meat instructor Friday F PHI Philosophy & Religion 
D Minimwn GPA required 13 Must see instructor Saturday s PHY Physics 
E E.SL students only 15 As of the first class day any avail- Sunday X PLN Geography & Planning 3019 BUS115 INTRO BUSINESS CT 3 10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF SCIE 272 DINllco,J 20 F Audition required able seats require instructor permis- POL Polish 3259 • BUS118 INTRO BUSINESS CT 3 05:00pm- 01:30 pm MTWR SCIE 213 . Ahllnh.S 20 
G Seniors only sion Course Prefixes PSC Political Science 3015 BUS212 INTRO TO ACCOUNTING 3 01:00pm- 03:30 pm MTWR CHAS 342 Ahlllrlh.S 20 
H Juniors only 16 Inter-<:ampus transfer agreement AAS African American Studies REL Religion 326P BUS212 INTRO TO ACCOUNTING 3 12:25 pm MTWRF CAUD 215 Goldblrg.M 20 
I Sophomores only 17 Must have completed application ADE Adult Education SAF Safety, Technology 3011 BUS300 INTNATL BUSINESS G 3 DS:30pm- 05:45 pm MTWR BULG N002B Uttman,M 20 
J First-time freshmen only for course at least one semester prior AED Art F.ducation SCI Earth Science & Science 3018 BUS302 CUR/EV BUS/MR TC ED 3 03:30pm- 05:45 pm MTWR CHAS. 341 HIR,S 15 
K Placement test required 18 Prerequisite required ANf Anthropology F.ducation 3013 BUS312 RNANCIAL ACCTG 3 10:30Im- 12:55 pm MTWR CHAS 342 Ahllnh,S 20 
L limited to students with previous 19 Call department for off-campus ATS Art F.ducation SED Secondary F.ducation 3022 BUS312 RNANCIAL ACCTG 3 08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF BULG N002C .--ky,D 20 
coursework in area location BIO Biology SLP Speech Pathology 3261 • BUS312 FINANCIAL ACCTG 3 05:00pni- Ol:15pm TWR CHAS 341 Rlclgllll'IO,D 20 
M Instructor permission seats avail- 20 Lab fee $15 BUS Business soc Sociology 3021 BUS313 MANAGERIAL ACCTNG 3 10:30Im- 12:25 pm MTWRF CHAS 341 JallOWIICy,D 20 
3132 BUS324W BUS COMMUNICAT 3 10:301111- 12:25 pm MTWRF BACO 220 Mulcllhy,K 15 able only after first class day 21 Lab fee $25 BXE Exceptional Education SPA Spanish 
3017 BUS3M BUSINESS LAW I 3 08:001111- 08:55 am MTWAF CHAS 341 Kally,J 20 N Freshman seminar course 22 A I-hour lab meets Friday after- CHE Chemistry SSE Social Studies F.ducation 3020 BUS350 PRACT BUS TECH 3 08:00am- 08:55 am MTWRF CHAS 342 DINllco,J 20 0 Block schedule course noons or optionally, Thursdays at CIS Computer Information Systems SPP Special Programs 3138 BUS360W PRINC OF MGMT 3 01.:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF BACO 220 Mulcllhy,K 15 
.P Apace block 12:15 COM Communications SST History & Social Studies 3018 BUS378 BUS PROF PRACT 3 CONTACT PROF. SCALIA TBA MTWRF CALL DEPT 15 INSTPERM 
Q Student teaching placement 23 Nonmajors only CNS Art Conservation SWA Swahili ATl78-5322 
R Evening students only 24 Possible materials fees CRJ Criminal Justice SWK Social Work 32711 BUS389 TOPIC COURSE 3 BLACKBOARD BASED TBA CHAS 342 DINteco.J 12 
S Instructor permission seats avail- 25 Web enhanced class requires CRS Creative Studies TEC Tedµ10Jpgy COURSE ADVANCED 
CONCEPTS IN OFRCE able only during first class session access to web-based materials. Use CSP Student PersonelAdmin. TED Technology XP 
TIIA Performing Arts 3138 'OEC801 RESEARCH SEMINR 3 01:00pm- Ol:34! pm MTWRF BULG NOG2B LlltmM,M 15 
22 23 
Session A: May. 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
CENTER FOR STUDIES IN CREATIVITY 
3033 CRS205 INTRO CREAT STD 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
10:30 am - 12:30 pm ,..-TWRF CLAS 6320 Argona,C 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
15 
---=--==--saassm-•----•-----------=========~:::am::aoc-=== =--=-=========:::::::==================~==--a:s=:===: 
CHEMISTRY 
3027 CHE100 CHEM & SOCIETY CMN 3 09:00am- 11 :25am MTWR SCIE 213 Sokol,A 50 
3028 • CHE100 CHEM & SOCIETY CMN 3 06:00pm- 08:25 pm MTWR SCIE 272 SWlatklwsky ,K 50 
3029 CHE111 FUND OF CHEM I CMN 4 09:00am- 10:55 am MTWR SCIE 255 Pacheco,M 22 
11:30am- 03:30pm TR SCIE 468 Pacheco,M 
3030 • CHE111 FUND OF CHEM I CMN 4 06:00pm- 09:50pm MR SCIE 255 Donovan,T 22 
06:00pm- 09:SOpm TW SCIE 468 Donovan,T 
3031 CHE201 ORGANIC CHEM I 3 09:00am- 10:55 am MTWR SCIE 224 Sametz,G 30 
3032 CHE203 ORGANIC LAB I 11 :30am - 03:30pm TR SCIE 469 STAFF 13 ----- ---=amamsuss---=im=sms:1-ma.zrsaa:sa:--=-~maa:as=~m::z:::r::s.x:=::::z::,:::a= ::=::::===== ==2:=znc:::~:ss:sac==:ar~:= 
COACHING AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
3014 HPR201 
3012 HPR319 
TECH SPEC SPORT 
SOC OF SPORT 
COMMUNICATION 
3166 COM100 INTRO MASS COM 
3167 COM103 INTRO HUMAN COM 
3188 COM205 INTRO ORAL COMM 
3173 COM205 INTRO ORAL COMM 
3174 COM215 INTRO VIS COMM 
3175 C0M306 PUBLIC SPEAKING 
3178 C0M308 PUBLIC REL WRTG 
3177 COM328 RADIO STU OPER 
3178 COM329 BEG TV PRODUCTION 
3273 COM389 DRAMA TV PROD 
3179 C0M400 LAW OF MASS COM --
D 
CHU 3 
CHU 3 
CH 3 
CH 3 
3 
3 COM205 
3 COM301 
MEETS SESSION A AND 
PAR~ OF SESSION B 
3 
3 
3 
3 --
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
31118 Cl8101 COMPUTER FUND CT 3 
3117 Cl8101 COMPUTER FUND CT 3 
3227 Cl9420 DATABASE MANGT 3 CIS411 
IWK COURSE; SESS A+B 
31N CIS481 INTERNSHIP 3 CIS380 
3119 • EDC500 .. CRO COMPUTER 3 ONUNE COURSE. 
MEETS ON CAMPUS 
5131 AND7N9 
S200*EDC890 MASTERS PROJECT 3 MEETS ON CAMPUS 
5131 AND7N9 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF HGYM 206 Schwartz,$ 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF HGYM 206 Sehwartz,S 
08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS C122 Stnlth,R 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS B119 Slngh,M 
08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS A1D8 Rabln,R 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS B108 STAFF 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF BISH 32 Deu1schman,M 
08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF BACO 214A' Bryskl,B 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF BISH 32 Smllh,R 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF CALL DEPT McCray,T 
01:_00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF THEA 103 Naoelberg,K 
09:00am- 10:55 am MTWRF THEA 103 
09:55 am MTWRF CLAS B118 DIMalo,G 
37 
37 
40 
40 
25 
25 
15 
25 
15 
16 
22 
16 MAJORS 
16 MAJORS 
::r.::cr~-==-===--::z::::::zi:z =-==--===a.ermms==-m~==s:aa=-== 
10:20 am MTWR CHAS S-15 Lln,W 15 
12:50 pm MTWR CHAS 8-15 Lln,W 15 
05:30pm- 06:45 pm MTWR CHAS B-15 Ooyle,R 5 10 MAJORS 
TBA CALL DEPT Lln,W 12 INST PERM • 
12:00pm s SCIE 213 Nowakowakl,A 50 
01 :00 pm - 05:00 pm S SCIE 213 Nowakowakl,A 20 INST PERM 
___________________ ,..,...,.___,...., ______ ~™™ m ~=--=-,,.,...,..,....,_=--===--===-=---=-eam--•----
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
3143 CRJ101 INTROCRJ CT 3 08:00am- 10:25am MTWR CLAS 8319 Phlllps,S 12 
3144 CRJ201 CRIM LAW/PROC CT :, CR.1101 • 08:00Im- 10:25 am MTWR CLAS B119 Contrlno,K 20 
3145 CRJ202 POLICE PROCESS 3 12:55 pm MTWR CLAS 8118 PhUllps,S 20 
3217*CRJ202 POLICE PROCESS 3 CLASS WILL MEET 06:00pm- 09:30pm T CLAS A212 STAFF 20 10 MAJORS 
5127/03-8/9/00 
24 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
3147 • CRJ204 CORR PROCESS 
3272 CRJ301 POLICE ORG/MGT 
3158 • CRJ317 CONST ISSICRJ 
3159 CRJ404 WHITE COLLAR CRIME 
DESIGN 
3130 DES114 WORKSHOP CRAFTS 
3131 • DES114 WORKSHOP CRAFTS 
ArN 
CD 
CR 
HR. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
CRJ101 
CRJ101, CRJ201 
JR/SR STANDING 
CLASS WILL MEET 
512&'0$-8/9J03 
CA R 3 JEWELRY. NOTES 23,24 
NON-ART MAJORS ONLY 
CA R 3 JEWELRY.NOTES 23,24 
NON-ART MAJORS ONLY 
WEEKEND COURSE MEETS 
5131,617,618,6/14, 
6115,6121 
EARTH SCIENCES & SCIENCE EDUCATION 
3090 GES101 INTRO GEOLOGY CMN 3 NOTE TIME: MEETS 
4 DAYS PER WEEK FOR 
2.5 HRS. 
3148 SCl100 CONTEMP SCIENCE CMN 3 
3146 SC1105 PHYSICAL SCI CMN 3 NOTE: NON-SCIENCE 
MAJORS ONLY. APPLIES 
TO EL. ED. SCIENCE 
CONCENTRATION. 
ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
3236 ECO103 ECON HIST OF US CS V1 3 
3237 EC0201 PRIN OF MACRO cs 0 3 EITHER EC0201 OR 
ECO202 MAY BE TAKEN 
ARST 
3238 • EC0202 PRIN OF MICRO cs 0 3 EITHER EC0201 OR 
EC0202 MAY BE TAKEN 
ARST 
3239 EC0305 ECON STATISTICS 3 MAY NOT RECEIVE 
CREDIT FOR BOTH 
EC0305 AND MAT311 
3240 ECO314 CORP FlNANCE , EC0201 OR EC02Q2; 
BUS312; CIS101 
RECOMMENDED 
,...,.,..,_ ==azs=zm,:,, ----
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
3243 ADE625 DES & EVAL PROO 3 ADULT ED MAJORS 
NOTE 28.0NUNE 
COURSE. FOR INFO 
871-3905 
3122 CSP818 AMER HIGHER ED 3 SPA MAJORS AND 
BY PERMISSION 
3123 CSPl18 STU PERS ADMIN 3 SPA & ADE MAJORS 
AND BY PERMISSION 
3125 CSP623 TECH II THEOR COUN 3 SPA MAJORS AND 
BY PERMISSION 
3124 CSP124 INTERN PRACT I 3 SPA & ADE MAJORS 
3096 CSP689 METH EDU RES 3 
3169 CTE413 STUD TCHNG CTE 8 SPECIAL PERMISSION 
REQUIRED 
MEETING 
08:00 pm - 08:25 pm MTWR 
03:00 pm - 05:25 pm MTWR 
06:00 pm - 08:30 pm W 
BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
CLAS 9220 
CLAS A212 Wlsnllwsltl,R 
CLAS A212 
10:00am MTWRF CLAS C302 Ron,D 
12:15pm MTWRF UPTO 2M Saracino,$ 
08:301m - 04:30 pm SX UPTO 2M Slraclno,S 
10:30am MTWR SCIE 356 Thorna,S 
03:30pm- 05:25 pm MTWRF SCIE 102 Blrdd,D 
12:25 pm MWTRF SCIE 102 Zawlckl,J 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS C3Q2 Davls,S 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8220 Davls,S 
08:00 pm - 08:30 pm MTWR CLAS B10I Klm,Y 
12:25pm MTWRF CLAS C111 llyrley,T 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF Cl.AS 9321 llyrley,T 
TBA CALL DEPT STAFF 
04:30pm- 07:45pm TWR BACO 217 Hwdllln,R 
04:30pm- 07:45pm TWR IIACO 20I Pltllu,C 
05:00pm- Ol:11pm TWR BACO 202 
12:30pm- OS:45pm TWR BACO 214A Hlnlleln,R 
04:00pm- 05:51 pm MTWRF BACO 207 
TBA CALL DEPT Kwandrana,K 
25 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
20 
10 
20 
15 
15 
49 
23 
23 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
15 
15 MAJORS 
20 MAJORS 
20 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
21 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
8 INSTPERM 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE MEETING BLOG. INSTRUCTOR 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
3170 CTE413 
3171 CTE413 
3172 CTE413 
3141 CTE499 
3140 CTE604 
3099 EDF202 
3120 EDF202 
3293 EOF202 
3097 EDF203 
3118 EDF203W 
3291 EDF302 
3121 EDF303 
3210 EDF303 
3116 EDF303W 
3117 EDF303W 
3098 EDF403 
3119 • EDF500 
3290 EDFS03 
3292 EDF503 
3286 EDF528 
3287 • EDF528 
3232 EDF611 
3091 • EDF&81 
as •EDFtll 
3233 ·eDFUII 
3244 EDFl89 
STUD TCHNG CTE 
STUD TCHNG CTE 
STUD TCHNG CTE 
GEAR-UP 
TECH PROJECT 
CHILD DEV/EDUCA 
CHILD DEV/EDUCA 
CHILD DEV/EDUCA 
SCHOOL AND SOCI 
SCHOOL AND SOCI 
EDU PSYCH:ELEM 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
HIST/PHIL SECED 
MUL Tl-CULT EDU 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
EVAL IN EDUC 
METH EDU RES 
METH EDU RES 
METH EDU RES 
METH EDU RES 
fl SPECIAL PERMISSION 
REQUIRED 
fl SPECIAL PERMISSION 
REQUIRED 
fl SPECIAL PERMISSION 
REQUIRED 
3 GEAR-UP 
SPECIAL PERMISSION 
REQUIRED 
87&-4717 FOR INFO 
3 GEAR-UP 
3 
3 
3 
3 
SPECIAL PERMISSION 
REQUIRED 
87&-4717 FOR INFO 
3 NOTE28 
3 EDF202. NOTE 26. 
3 
3 
ONLINE COURSE. CALL 
87&-6910 FOR 
DETAILS. 
3 NOTE28 
3 NOTE28 
3 
3 
3 NOTE 26; ONLINE 
COURSE. CALL 
878-6910 FOR 
DETAILS. 
· 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
NOTE 20. ONLINE 
COURSE. ADE MAJORS. 
EMAIL GANEJLO 
BUFFALOSTATE.EDU 
10SEATSFOR 
CTEMAJOAS 
10SEATSFOR 
CTEMAJORS 
3 AOEMAJOASONLY. 
NOTE 26. ONLINE 
COURSE. EMAIL 
MANZIPAO 
BUFFALOSTATE.EDU 
TBA CALL DEPT Klapp,J 
TBA CALL DEPT Popovlch,N 
TBA CALL DEPT Popovlch,N 
TBA MTWR CALL DEPT K-ndrl1111,K 
TBA MTWR -CALL DEPT Popovlch,N 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTW.RF BACO 202 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF BACO 225 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF BACO 217 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF BACO 207 
Converae,D 
Wlgglns-Jonn,K 
Gane,J 
Plllenno,J 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF BACO 207 Mattal,P 
TBA CALL DEPT 0-,J 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF BACO 202 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRi. BACO 205 
Wlgglns-Johes,K 
Wlggllltl-Jonea,K 
Hqwe,F 08:00 am - 10:30 am MTWR BACO 209 
10:30am- 01 :00pm MTWR BACO 207 Howe,F 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF BACO 214A Palermo,J 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF BA~O 225 Mlltal,P 
TBA 
TBA 
04:30 pm - 07:45 pm' TWR 
08:05 pm - 10:00 pm TWA 
CALL DEPT Gane,J 
CALL DEPT Gane,J 
BACO 223 Gold,J 
BACO 223 Gold,J 
04:30 pm - 06:25 pm MTWRF BACO 214A Schmldll,K 
08:05 pm - 10:00 pm MTWRF BACO 207 C.ppella,B 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF BACO 207 Ceppella,B 
08:35 pm - 08:30 pm MTWRF BACO 214A Schmkll,K 
TBA CALL DEPT Manzl,P 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION & READING 
3019 EDU201 
3070 EDU201 
3280 • EDU201 
3071 EDU211 
3072 EDU315 
3073 EOU416 
3294 EDU411 
3074 EDU513 
INTRO EDUCATION 
INTRO EDUCATION 
INTRO EDUCATION 
INTRO UT INSTR 
TCHG SSISCIIMAT 
TCH ROG SEC SCH 
TCH ROG SEC SCH 
SVY EL ROG INST 
3 1ST CLASS WILL MEET 08:30 am - 10:30 am TWRF BACO 225 McL.ei.h,W 
ON MAY 12; CONTACT 
INSTRUCTOR FOR INFO 
3 09:00 am - 03:00 pm MW BACO 204 Lelbowlll,R 
3 04:30 pm - 07:45 pm TR BACO 215 STAFF 
3 1111:00 am - 12:00 pm MTW BACO 205 Tnaedlll,K 
fl CONTACT DR. SHANDOMO · 08:00 am - 04:00 pm MTWRF CALL DEPT Shandomo,H 
AT '7M521 FOR INFO 
3 ONLINE COURSE 
EMAIL INSTRUCTOR 0 
STEINAJROBUFFALO 
STATE.EDU 
3 
3 
19A CALL DEPT Stelnagle,J 
04:30 pm - Ol:30 pm MWR BACO 220 Mllnc:e,P 
05:00 pm - Ol:30 pm MTW BACO 211 Kalley,N 
26 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
25 
20 
25 
30 
25 
11 
25 
25 
25 
25 
30 
15 
25 
25 
15 
25 
25 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
18 
8 INSTPERM 
8 INST PERM 
8 INST PERM 
25 INSTPERM 
25 INSTPERM 
14 INST PERM 
14 INSTPERM 
11 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
20 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMl3ER TITLE 
ADV 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION & READING 
3075 EDU513 
3076 EDU513 
3C177 EDU535 
3078 EDU543 
3079 EDU574 
3081 EDU601 
3082 EDU601 
3085 EDU611 
3086 EDU613 
3087 EDU690 
3276 • ELFSOO 
3089 ELF703 
ENGLISH 
3187 ENG1D1 
3189 ENG102 
3190 ENG206W 
3192 ENG221 
3193 ENG240 
SVY EL ROG INST 
SVY EL ROG INST 
TCH WRITING ELE 
CURR FOR YNG CH 
ELEM SCH CURR 
SEMINAR IN ELE 
SEMINAR IN ELE 
TCH LIT PRIM GR 
DIA/PRES CL TCH 
MASTERS PROJECT 
MUL Tl-CULTURAL 
EDUC 
EDL INTERNSHIP 
COLLEGE WRTG I 
COLLEGE WRTG II 
HIST CINEMA 2 
AMERLIT2 
AFR-AM LITT'40 
3188 ENG301W ADVANCED COMP 
3194 ENG301W ADVANCED COMP 
3>41 ENG305W CREATWRIT:NARR 
3191 ENG311 TEACHING LANG 
3195 ENG345 
3186 ENG37~ 
WORLD LIT 194S. 
FOUND OF LANG 
D 
G 
CH 
CH 
3 MUST REG FOR EDU535 
(KELLEY)AODL CLASS 
MTG DA TES GIVEN 0 
1STCLASS 
3 
3 MUST REG FOR EOU513 
(KELLEY) ADOL CLASS 
MTG DATES WILL BE 
GIVEN AT 1ST CLASS 
3 
3 
3 1ST CLASS MEETS 5122 
AT 4 :30, THEN ONLINE 
3 ONLINE COURSE 
CONTACT INSTRUCTOR 
FOR INFO 
3 
3 
3 BEG 5128, THEN BY 
APPT 
3 9201 MAJORS 
3 9201 STUDENTS 
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 
878-4839 
8 3 NOTE 15, PORTFOLIO 
B 3 NOTE 15, PORTFOLIO 
3 NOTE28 
3 
3 
3 NOTE28 
3 NOTE28 
3 NOTE28 
3 ENGLISH ED ANO 
EL.ED MAJORS 
3 SOPH OR 3 HOURS LIT 
3 ENGLISH ED AND 
EL ED MAJORS 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
MEETING 
04:00 pm - 07:30 pm TWA 
04:30 pm - 08:00 pm TWR 
04:30 pm - 07:00 pm R 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
04:30 pm - 07:30 pm TR 
BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
CALL DEPT Ktlley,N 
CALL DEPT Klnney,J 
CALL DEPT Kelley,N 
BACO 204 Bamlltt,M 
CALL DEPT Skowronskl,K • 
BACO 211 Chlcola,N 
CALL DEPT Stelnagle,J 
CALL DEPT Alol,C 
CALL DEPT STAFF 
SACO 222 Smlth,B 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF BACO 225 Mlttal,P 
TBA CALL DEPT Loehr,P 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF KETC 302 Wahlstrom,R 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF KETC 320 Nanna,J 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF BULG N002B Bard,G 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 218 Relgltad,T 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 207 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF KETC 200 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 302 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 109 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 320 
01:00pm- 02:55pm MTWRF KETC 207 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF BULG E 
Twaglllmana,A 
McKlnnll,J 
Relgstad,T 
Wahlatrom,R 
Llllt,S 
Twaglllmana,A 
Bard,G 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OP'TlON 
22 
22 
22 
35 
35 
22 
22 
22 
35 
35 
25 
12 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
12 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
2 MAJORS 
20 MAJORS 
mam~~c:am=~~2-~::=•,.,--,.,......,,::s,cs=m=a,:mr:, .. www-,m=s-=:-.m: .... .,,......,=s....,,...,...,.....,,,.,.......,..,.....,,,...,_ ..... ...,,_..,._,...., __ .,.,._,.,... ___ _ 
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION 
3038 EXE100 
3039 EXE245 
3040 EXE245 
3041 EXE245 
3295 EXE360 
3042 EXE362 
NATJNDS IND SP 
COMM SERVICES 
COMM SERVICES 
COMM SERVICES 
FOUN TEACH IND DIS 
BEHAV/CLASSIMGT 
OCT 
CT 
3 
3 135 HRS FIELD WORK 
ATTEND ORIENT 5128 
10 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. 
BllT LIB210 
2 90 HRS FIELD WORK 
ATTEND ORIENT 5128 
10 A.M. -11:00 A.M. 
BllTLIB 210 
45 HRS FIELD WORK 
ATTEND ORIENT 5128 
10 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. 
Bl1TUB210 
3 MUST BE TAKEN WITH 
EXE361,362,363, 
SCHOOL 81 RM305 
MEETS S/12-6/19/03 
3 NON EX ED MAJORS 
ONLY 
08:30 am - 11 :00 am MTWR UPTO 230 Schmldl,R 
TBA OFC Vlvereete,H 
TBA " Vlverette,H 
TBA OFC Vlveratte,H 
08:00am- 01:00pm MTWR OFC Pomerantr,D 
01:00pm- 03:30pm MTWR KETC 200 Polluszny,M 
27 
45 
50 
100 
25 
20 INST PERM 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HA. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION 
3297 EXE362 
329B EXE363 
3043 EXE371 
3044 EXE372 
32B9 EXE375 
3045 EXESOO 
• 3046 EXE502 
3047 EXE533 
3049 EXE682 
BEHA V/CLASSIMGT 
FEBEHMANG 
FOUN TEA CH DIS 
FOUN TEA ADOL DIS 
INT OT ECH IN EDU 
IND WISP NEED 
CONT MANAGEMENT 
ADAPT SOCST/SCI 
FIELD EXP SP ED 
FINE ARTS 
3034 FAR210 
3024 FAR251 
3025 FAR251 
3035 FAR311 
3036 FAR312 
3037 FAR313 
3061 FAR335 
INTRO PAINTING 
ART HISTORY 2 
ART HISTORY 2 
INTERM PAINT 1 
INTERM PAINT 2 
ADV PAINTING 
PAPERMAKING 
CT 3 MUST BE TAKEN WITH 
EXE360,361,363 
SCHOOL 81 ;ROOM 305 
MEETS 5/12-6/19 
MUST BE TAKEN WITH 
EXE360,361,362 
SCHOOL 81, ROOM 305 
MEETS 5112-6119(0.'S 
NOT APPLICABLE TO 
MS DEGREE IF EXE100 
OR EQUIV INTRO 
COURSE HAS BEEN 
TAKEN 
EXE 500 OR EQUIV 
EXE 504 OR PROVISNL 
CERT IN SPED 
3 CODE Q CONSENT OF 
PGM COORD. TAKE IF 
REQUIRED BY ADVISOR 
ON CANqlDACY FORM 
CAR 3 FAR101, NOTE 6 
CAV2 3 
CA V2 3 
3 FAR210, NOTE 6 
3 FAR311, NOTE 6 
, 3 FAR312, NOTE 6 
3 ANY STU EXP 
NOTE 15,24 
CLASS MEETS IN UPTON 
228 
MEETING BLDG. 
TBA MTWR OFC 
TBA 
OB:30 am - 11 :00 am MTWR 
I, :30 am - 02:00 pm MTWR 
OB:301m- 11:00am MTWR 
04:30 pm - 07:00 pm MTWR 
04:30 pm - 07:00 pm MTWR 
04:30 Pr'!' - 07:00 pm MTWR 
TBA 
OFC 
KETC 100 
KETC 100 
BUTL 318 
BULG E 
KETC 207 
KETC 100 
OFC 
INSTRUCTOR 
Pomerantz,D 
Schmldl,R 
Mattle,H 
Glei:kel,W 
Posluszny,M 
Mattle,H 
STAFF 
09:00 am - 01 :00 pm MTWRF UPTO 509 Jlang,L 
10:10 am - 12:30 pm MTWR BULG NOO'lC Menon,R 
12:45 pm - 03:10 pm MTWR BULG N002C Menon,R 
09:00 am - 01 :00 pm MTWRF UPTO 509 Jlang,L 
01 :00 pm - 05:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 509 Jlang,L 
01 :00 pm - 05:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 509 Jlang,L. 
09:00 am - 01 :00 pm MTWRF CALL DEPT HeggNtad,S 
,..,_..,.._ ... _, ......... ._ ... ,...,...,,_ ..... _.., ....... _,_-___ ,..,..._.,.....,. .... ...., ... 
GEOGRAPHY & PLANNING 
3009 • GEG307 CONSERVATION GCS O 3 
HEAL TH & WELLNESS 
3051 HEW204 
3052 HEW225 
3050 HEW305 
3055 HEW310 
PERSONAL HEALTH CS 
INTRO DISEASE'PREV 
COMMUNITY WW 
HEAL TH ST & EM CARE 
3056 HEW310 HEALTH ST & EM CARE 
3053 HEW312 METHODS & 
MATERIALS 
3054 HEW345 WELLNESS/FIT/AG 
3057 HEW620 HEALTH ED/PRO STRAT 
3 
3 
HEW2o,l 
810100 & HEW204 
810100 & HEW204 
HEW204 
JR. STANDING 
06:00 pm - 08:25 pm MTWR CLAS A209 Pickard,$ 
OB:00 am - 09:55 am ~F HGYM' 206 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MRV{TF HGYM 2f17 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF HGYM 207 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF HGYM 20B 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF HGYM 20B 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF HGYM 206 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF HGYM 207 
04:30 pm - 07:15 pm MTWR_ HGYM 207 
Ro9t,P 
Rost,P 
Roberta,$ 
Baldwln,S 
Baldwln,S 
Ansulnl,C 
Ansulnl,C 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
25 
25 
25 
10 
33 
33 
10 
8 
B 
18 
25 
37 
20 INST PERM 
20 INST PERM 
22 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
12 INST PERM 
37 MAJORS 
37 MAJORS 
12 MAJORS 
12 MAJORS 
37 MAJORS 
z:::::::====:i::c:mrm::m:::::::rmmzz===:::=:s:...z=..,,.,...,.._==-....,,..._,. _ _,,_..,,_..,.., ... .,WC ....., __ ..,_ ,_.,....,...,.,..._,.,.. ____ ,...,....,_,...,...,,~ 
HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
3002 HIS107 
3003 HIS116 
3004 HIS117 
3023 • HIS204 
AMER UFEII 
EUROPE SNC 1500 
20TH CENT EURO 
GLOB HIS 20TH C 
CS V1 3 
cs V2 3 
cs V2 3 
GCS 3 
08:00 1m - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS C202 Fltzplltrlck,M 
08:00 am - 09:55 MTWRF CLAS B209 Edentr,M 
10:30 - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 Toy,J 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 Sleplerskl,J 
28 
32 
31 
32 
32 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ADV 
CD 
cf:!. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
3005 HIS322 
3006 HIS3B9 
3059 HIS389 
3007 SSE309 
AFRO-AMER HIST D CS 3 
3 
3 
3008 SSE407 
CONT AMER HIS 1973-
STUDY TOUR BRITAIN 
MET/MAT TCH SSS 
TCHG OF HISTORY 
HOSPITALITY 
3156 HTR100 MULTICULT FOOD 
3164 HTR110 INT HOSPITALITY 
3161 HTR340W INDUSTRY EXPER 
3152 HTR361 PAIN MGMT FD SR 
3154 HTR3B9 FUND BAKESHOP 
PROD 
3160 HTR470 LEGAL ISS HOSP! 
HUMANITIES 
3010 HUM100 
3288 HUM100 
INTRO TO HUMAN 
INTRO TO HUMAN 
MATHEMATICS 
3180 MAT103 INTR CTEMP MATH 
3181 MAT110 INT ALG & TRIG 
3228 MAT121 EL MATH ADV STP I 
3183 MAT311 INTR PROB & STA 
3184 MAT322W MODERN GEOMETRY 
3185 MAT351 EL THEORY NOS 
D 
CT 
3 EDF303; CUM& MAJ GPA 
2.75 OR HIGHER; 
SST200; JR/SR ONLY 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
CHU 3 
CHU 3 
CM Z 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
CM 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
CM Z 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH 
3 MAT270 
3 FOUR YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH 
MODERN & CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
3102 FRE101 
3246 FRE201 
3104 ITA101 
3251 MCL337 
3105 SPA101 
3106 SPA101 
3107 • SPA101 
3108 SPA102 
3115 SPA102 
3109 SPA201 
3110 SPA202 
3249 SPA301 
BEG FRENCH I 
INT FRENCH I 
BEG ITALIAN I 
GRK/ROMAN MYTH 
BEG SPANISH I 
BEG SPANISH I 
BEG SPANISH I 
BEG SPANISH II 
BEG SPANISH II 
INT SPANISH I 
INT SPANISH II 
SPA CONV & COMP 
CH F 3 LAB WORK REQUIRED 
F 3 FRE102 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
CH F 3 LAB WORK REQUIRED 
CH 3 
CH F 3 
CH F 3 
CH F 3 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
CH F 3 · SPA101 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
CH F 3 SPA101 OR EQUIV 
F 3 SPA102 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
F 3 SPA201 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
3 SPA202 OR EQUIV 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 Armfletd,F 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8209 Shlelds,P 
TBA OFC NlchoHs,A 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF SCIE 220 Oczek,G 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 0214 Mltchl!ll,W 
10:30am - 12:25pm MTWRF CAUD 216 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF CAUD 215 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CAUD 214 
04:00 pm - 06:25 pm MTWR CAUD 211 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF ONC 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CAUD 214 
Burgeson,$ 
Oowsey,R 
Tlll,L 
Dragone,V 
Schmmer,D 
Till,L 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF BACO 211 Gulall,A 
01 :30 pm - 03:30 pm MTWRF BULG E McOonald,T 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF ROCK 202 Neurauther,L 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF ROCK 202 Tepedlno,J 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF ROCK 201 O'Dell,R 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF ROCK 202 Brzazlnskl,D 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF ROCK 201 STAFF 
, 01 :00 pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF ROCK 201 Stalder,J 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS 8320 Polgar,A 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8220 Hovllnd.D 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC '315 · Gula11,A 
10:301m - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 111 
10:30 am - 12;25 pm MTWRF KETC 212 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 108 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF KETC 320 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 219 
Johnson,M 
Garrett,M 
Garratt,M 
Montasano,R 
Llttleflllld,M 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF KETC 218 Llt1lefleld,M 
10:301m - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 200 Agudelo,J 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 21~ 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF BULG N002C ',Yarford,M 
29 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
32 
31 
12 
15 
20 
20 
20 
15 
20 
40 
35 
35 
35 
35 
30 
30 
30 
25 
25 
25 
• 20 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
18 MAJORS 
15 MAJORS 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
NUTRITION 
3112 NFS105 
3153 NFS334 
FOOD Ir PEOPLE 
CONTEMP NUTR 
ADV 
CD 
GCT 
CT 
CR. 
HR. 
3 
3 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE MEETING BLDG. 
\ 
INSTRUCTOR 
03:00 pm - 04:55 pm "MTWRF CAUD 212 Oh,S 
11 :55am MTWRF CAUD 212 Oh,S 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
60 
so 
---------aam:a=--aaa:::uam::====:=-mamlCJl:lmaa.....-----==-==-===,==,,.=,,.====="" ~ama:llltm~=-=-=:::a:s:=m.J1t::111~::::=::s:::asa==::::z===-===== 
PERFORMING ARTS 
3100 DAN224 
3092 MUS206 
3093 MUS301 
3275 MUS329 
3101 THA106 
DANCE APPREC 
JAZZ. ROCK FOUND 
SURV MUS HIST 
SYMPHONIC MUSIC 
INTRO THEATRE 
CAR 3 
D CAR 3 ONLY ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING (MUS206, 
MUS208) MAY BE USED 
FOR CORE.ARTS CREDIT 
CA R 3 REQUIRED FOR 
MUSIC MINOR 
CAR 3 
CAR 3 
01 :OD pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF ROCK 124 Flnnegan,D 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF ROCK 124 Mancuso,C 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF ROCK 107 Retsh,G 
01:00pm- D2:55pm MTWRF ROCK 107 Aemlng,R 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 109 Hunter,J 
50 
50 
30 
30 
50 
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
3066 PHl308 PHI OF LOVE/SEX 
3015 PHl323 MORAL ISSUES 
3017 REL321 WORLD RELIGIONS 
3018 • REL321 WORLD RELIGIONS 
3 NOTE 28 AND JR/SR OR 
ONE COURSE IN PHI. 
CH U 3 NOTE 28 AND JR.ISR OR 
ONE COURSE IN PHI. 
G CH V3 3 NOTE 28 AND JR/SR OR 
ONE COURSE IN PHI. 
G CH V3 3 NOTE 28 AND JR/SR OR 
ONE COURSE IN PHI. 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 313 Hola,G 25 
06:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF KETC 207 Oalanay,J 25 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 320 Ferguson,M 25 
06:00 pm - 08:30 pm MTWR KETC 218 Tyrpitk-Endres,A 25 
--------•---.. .... 
PHYSICS 
3208 PHY111 UNIV PHYS I CM N 4 NOTE: CLASS MEETS 
FOR 5 WEEKS; BEGINS 
MAY 27-ENDS JUNE27 
Oll:30 - 10:30 am MTWRF SCIE 317 Rustgl,O 
11 :00 - 01 :00 pm MWF SCIE 203 Rustgl,O 
_____ _, _ __,,_...,..., __ ..,m ... ..,...,._,.._ ... m,~aam~aasc:aoac:za•..,,_,..._,..,._,___,....,..,,-=.,.._,=--..,..,.,..,......,_.,.......,.,......, ... 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
3013 PSC10S 
30l2 PSC315 
3141 PSC321 
3111 PSC489 
3112 PSC4U 
GREAT PO ISSUES 
ST/LOCAL GOVT 
POLITICS &MEDIA 
INTERNSHIP 
INTERNSHIP 
SOCIAL WORK 
3213 8Wl<10I 
3214 SWK220 
32U 8WK30I 
3281 SWKSOI 
3217 SWK311 
3218 SWK321 
32tt SWK422 
3270 SWK422 
INTl!RPERS RELAT 
INTRO SOC WRK 
H BHV SOC ENVII 
H BHV SOC ENVII 
DYNAM OF POYRTY 
ELDEAL Y &SOC SER 
INTER METHODS I 
INTER METHODS I 
cs 
CT 
OCT 
3 
:, 
3 
3 JR/SR STANDING;PERM 
OF INTERNSHIP COORD. 
REQS PRIOR PLACEMENT 
15 JR/SR STANDING; PERM 
3 
:, 
OF INTERNSHIP COORD. 
REQS PRIOR PLACEMENT 
3 SWK307 
3 SWK307 
3 OCT 
3 
3 SWK220,307 
3 SWK220,307 
COURSE RUNS fl WEEKS 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS C313 Slavln,S 
08:00 am - 09:55 MTWRF CLAS 8220 Henderson,K 
08:00 am - 09:551m MTWRF CLAS 8108 Dalll,R 
TBA CALL DEPT Neal.A 
TBA CALL DEPT 
10:30 1m - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8309 Renzl,O 
08:001m - 09:55 1m MTWRF CLAS C313 Rlnzl,D 
06:00 Im - 09:55 1m MTWRF CLAS C111 Daxtar,J 
08:00 1m - 09:55 1m MTWRF CLAS 8321 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS A108 
05:00 pm - 07:30 pm MTWR CLAS 8320 STAFF 
10:30 Im - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8321 Huddlffton-Mltuil,B 
10:301m- 12:25pm MTW CLAS 8319 Coll:a,L 
30 
30 
30 
30 
22 
15 
35 
25 
10 INST PERM 
101NSTPERM 
20 INST PERM 
10 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
15 INSTPEAM 
15 INSTPERM 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
SOCIOLOGY 
3206 SOC100 
3201 SOC301 
3208 • SOC310 
3207 SOC320W 
3204 SOC350 
3202 SOC390 
3212 SOC486 
3213 SOC488 
3205 SOC491 
INTRO SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIAL STATISTC 
SOC OF SEX ROLE 
SOC OF FAMILY 
POWER,CLAS,INEO 
JUVENILE DELNQY 
SOC PRACTICUM 
INTERNSHIP 
TOP1CAL SEMINAR 
ADV 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
cs O 3 
4 SOC100 
DCS O 3 
cs O 3 
ocs O 3 
3 SOC100 
3 SOC100 Ir JR OR SR 
STATUS; REPLACES 
INTERNSHIP 1; COURSE 
DATES: 5127-819/03 
CONTACT:DR.WELBORN 
0 SOC100 Ir JR OR SR 
STATUS; 2ND INTRNSHP 
COURSE DATES:5127-
08/09103; CONTACT 
DR. WELBORN 
3 EXPLORING THE STATUS 
OF THE AFRICAN-AMER 
MALE IN AMERICAN 
SOCIETY 
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 
3256 SLP210 
3252 SLP515 
3253 SLP515 
3254 SLP515 
3258 SLP606 
3255 SLP611 
INTRO SIGN LANG 
CLIN PRACTICUM 
CUN PRACTICUM 
CUN PRACTICUM 
FLUENCY DIS/CL PAL 
GRAD EXTERNSHIP 
3 NOTE: THIS IS A 
6 WEEK COURSE 
2 PERMISSION FORMS 
REQ'O FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTLINES 
ON~EWEB 
2 PERMISSION FORM 
REO'D FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTLINE 
ONWEB 
2 PERMISSION FORM 
REQ'O FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTLINE ON 
WEB 
3 
3 PERMISSION FORM 
REQ'D FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTLINE ON 
WEB 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8106 Stewar1,R 
08:00 am - 09:55 MTWRF CLAS A212 Hodge,A 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8321 Clarke,K 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWAF CLAS 8321 McCorry,T 
01 :DO pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8309 Shelton,A 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS 811)6 Falk,G 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS A212 Welbom,G 
01:00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8108 Welbom,G 
10:30am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8106 Stewart,R 
08:00 am - 10:30 am TWR 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
KETC 218 Smlth,M 
OFC STAFF 
CFC STAFF 
OFC STAFF 
CAU DEPT Rlchmond,A 
OFC STAFF 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
20 
30 MAJORS 
30 MAJORS 
30 Mi'JORS 
3 INSTPERM 
3 INSTPERM 
3 INSTPERM 
25 MAJORS 
1 INSTPERM 
------~..,.,....,...,..,... ______ .~••a-ma,am_,,...,~-------•-=--------•-..,,...-•....,----~-.._.._,,_ ... ,.., __ ... ....,,__,_ 
,TECHNOLOGY 
3214 • ENT313W COMPUTER METHOS 
3134 FTTIOS FASHION FUNDMTLS 
3139 FTT109 DESIGN RM TECHNIQ 
3281 FTT250 FASH BUY & MERCH 
3220 FTT411 CAM: APPAREL MFGR 
3279 FTT414 
3135 FTT488 
3128 INT670 
3129 SAF305 
3133 SAF305 
3127 • TEC313 
3165 TEC319 
KNIT TECH I 
INTERN/Fl ELD EXP 
PROD INV MGMT 
FUND OF SAFETY 
FUND OF SAFETY 
STAT QUAL CNTRL 
TECH & VALUES 
CT 
CT 
CT 
3 
3 
3 PRE-REQ FTT108 
3 
3 PRE-REQ FTT310 
3 
0 
3 MEET FIRST DAY OF 
CLASS. REMAINING 
WILL BE ON THE 
INTERNET. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
06:00 pm - 08:25 pm MTWR UPTO 301 
Oll:00 - 10:00 am MTWRF CAUO 313 
09:00 1m - 11 :00 am MTWRF CAUD 314 Frey,C 
10:30 - 12:25 pm MTWRF CAUD 315 Abrahlm,L 
04:30 pm - 08:30 pm MTWRF UPTO 308 Brlnaon,O 
10:00 am - 12:00 pm MTWRF CAUD 300 RhodH,Y 
TBA CALL DEPT 
05:00 pm - 07:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 401 Kukulkl,D 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF UPTO 505 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF UPTO 505 
06:00 pm - 08:30 pm MTWR UPTO 303 
10:30 - 12:30 pm M'TWRF UPTO 235 
Stempnlak,A 
Stempnlak,R 
Daygun,M 
Butz.A 
22 
18 
14 
20 
12 
20 
18 
25 
25 
25 
25 
15 IHSTPERM 
==~===================~=========--== =::r:r--rmrm:.s---=:arm::: e:::r m rmm=a-=.:::==a::s;;s;;:;,..rm...,.""""..,_ 
WOMEN'S STUDIES 
3208 • SOC310 
3207 SOC320W 
SOC OF SEX ROLE 
SOC OF FAMILY 
DCS O 3 
cs O 3 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8321 Cllrke,K 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm M'TWRF CLAS 8321 McCorry,T 
31 
30 
30 
Session B: June 23-July 19 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE MEETING BLDG. 11'1STRUCTOR 
AFRICAN AND AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 
4045 PSC21BW AFR AM POL CULT 
4044 PSC333 
4165 SOC351 
AFR INT REL 
RACE/ETHNICITY 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
DCS 3 NOTE28 
3 
D CS O 3 SOC100 
4193 ANT101 
4194 ANT381 
UNDRSTNG CUL TUR G CS O 3 
REUG/MAGIC/CUL TUR CS V3 3 
ART EDUCATION 
4176 • AED502 ART/EXCEP CHILD 3 7113-7/28 
41n • AED510 ART MTLS WKSPS 3 7/13-7/26 
4178 • AED606 METH EVAL CURR! 3 7113-26 
4179 • AED609 STUDIO METHODS 3 7113-7/26/03 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF CLAS A212 Neal,A 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8220 Neal ,A 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS B309 Hodge,A 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS 8319 Chllungu,S 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS 8108 Danlels,T 
08:00am - 09:00 pm MTWRF! OFC Slskar,J 
08:00am - 09:00 pm MTWRF! OFC Slskar,J 
08:00am- 09:00 pm MTWRF! OFC Slskar,J 
08:00am- 09:00 pm MTWRF! QFC Slskar,J 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
30 
30 
30 
25 
30 
12 INST PERM 
12 INST PERM 
12 INST PERM 
12 INSTPERM 
asaaaas-==s:i:s::ac===aa:.-=.caa-=:m~maa-m-:rmaa=cs-=-a:saaaa=a:a.a:aa:.~•ma2--===-a;:ms=--==i.s=a::sa:~;:::sa:::::a::;;;uz;..i=-=:zaz--==::==:::::a--=~= 
BIOLOGY 
4173 810488 
4174 810488 
4175 BI0488 
BIO INTERNSHIP 
BIO INTERNSHIP 
BIO INTERNSHIP 
BUSINESS 
4013 BUS116 INTRO BUSINESS 
4154 BUS320 PAIN MARl<ETING 
4214 BUS334 BUSINESS LAW I 
4014 BUS380W PRINC OF MGMT 
4213 BUS389 TOPIC COURSE 
4016 BUS430 BUSINESS STRATEGY 
4017 BUS497 SPORTS MGMT & 
MKTG. 
4117 • BUS534 SEL TOP BUS 
4015 BUS602 CR DV/PL BUS/MR ED --
BUTLER LIBRARY 
4172 U8100 INTRO LIB RSRCH 
1 CODEC 
2 CODEC 
3 CODEC 
CT 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 LEADERSHIP 
3 
0 
3 INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS 
3 
CENTER FOR STUDIES IN CREATIVITY 
4152 CRS205 INTRO CREA T STD 3 
4001 CRS559 PRN CREAT PRB 3 11701 DISTANCE 
SLVNG CERTIFICATE STUDENT 
ONLY 
4007 CRS559 PRN CREAT PRB 3 CROSS-UST ELF559 
SLVNG 
400'l CRS580 FOUNDATIONS CR LRN 3 8701 DISTANCE 
CERTIFICATE STUDENTS 
ONLY 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
08:00am-
11 :30am-
08:00am-
10:30am-
• 03:00pm-
01:00pm-
08:30pm-
03:00pm-
09:55 am MTWRF 
02:00 pm MTWR 
09:55 am MTWRF 
12:25 pm MTWRF 
05:30 pm MTWR 
03:20 pm MTWR 
11:50am MTWR 
09:45 pm MTWR 
08:15 pm MTWR 
CALL DEPT Snyder,R 
CALL DEPT Snyder,R 
CALL DEPT Snyder,R 
CHAS 341 Sackmary,B 
BULG N002B Hall,S 
BULG N002B Kelly,J 
CHAS 341 Sackmary,B 
BULG NOO:ZB Llttman,M 
SCIE 213 Maxwell,J 
SCIE 213 Maxwell,J 
BULG N002C Llttman,M 
CHAS 341 Hlll,S __ ...... __ 
09:00 am - 09:50 am MTWR BUTl. 208 Frular,N 
10:30am- 12:30 pm MTWRF CLAS A108 
09:00am- 05:00 pm MTWRF CHAS 109 Murdock,M 
05:30pm- 09:15pm MTR CLAS 8320 Fo1t,J 
09:00am- 05:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 230 
32 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
15 
22 
15 
11 
24 INSTPERM 
24 INSTPERM 
24 INST PERM 
18 MAJORS 
18 MAJORS 
Session B: June 2~July 19 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
CENTER FOR STUDIES IN CREATIVITY 
4004 CRS610 FACIL GP PROB SOLVG 
4008 CRS815 MASTER'S SEMINR 
4026 • CRS815 MASTER'S SEMINR 
CHEMISTRY 
4019 CHE100 CHEM & SOCIETY 
4020 CHE112 FUND OF CHEM II 
4021 • CHE112 FUND OF CHEM II 
4022 CHE202 ORGANIC CHEM II 
4023 CHE204 ORGANIC LAB II 
4025 CHE399 INTERN IN CHEM 
4024 CHE412W INTERN IN CRIM 
CMN 
CM 
CM 
3 8701 DISTANCE 
CERTIFICATE 
STUDENTS ONLY 
3 8701 DtSTANCE CERT 
STUDENTS ONLY 
MEETS IN CHASE 235 
3 BEGINS ON- LINE TUES, 
6124, 6-9PM. 
MEETS 6127, 28, 29, 
7/9, 12, 13. 
3 
4 
4 
3-
0 
3 
COACHING AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
4011 HPR300 
4219 HPR335 
4012 • HPR519 
ATHLETICS IN EDUC CS 
PREV/CRE AT INJ 
SOCIAL IMPACT SPORT 
COMMUNICATION 
4132 • COM100 INTRO MASS COM CHU 
4133 ·cOM2os INTRO ORAL COMM CH 
4134 COM210 INTRO MEDIA WRITING 
4135 COM304\\ BCAST COPYWRmNG 
4138 COM317 PROGRAMMING/MGMT 
4153 • COM450\\ COMM & SOCIETY 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
COM210 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
4147 CIS101 
4148 CIS101 
4149 EDC808 
4150 EDC872 
COMPUTER FUND 
COMPUTER FUND 
INTERNET FOR EDUC 
MICRO COMP INST 
CT 
CT 
3 
3 
3 SUNY LANG NETWORK 
100% ONLINE. DETAILS 
MAILED UPON REGSTRN. 
FOR INFO, 878-6910. 
8WK COURSE. SESS B&C 
3 SUNYLRNG.NETWORK 
100% ONLINE. DETAILS 
MAILED UPN REGSTRTN. 
FOR INFO 11711-4910. 
8WK.COURSE;SESS B&C 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
09:00 am - 05:00 pm MTWRF CLAS 8106 Flrestlan,R 
09:00 am - 05:00 pm MTWRF CALL DEPT Pucclo,G 
06:00pm - 10:00pm F CHAS 109 
08:00pm- 10:00pm W CHAS 109 
09:00am - 08:00pm X CHAS 109 
09:00am- 08:00pm S CHAS 109 
TTIC'2:::s-:::-m 
11 :30 am - 01 :55 pm MTWR SCIE 272 
09:00am- 10:55 am MTWR SCIE 255 
11 :30am - 03:30pm TR SCIE 468 
06:00pm- 09:50pm MR SCIE 255 
06:00pm- 09:SOpm TW SCIE 468 
09:00am - 10:55 am MTWR SCIE 224 
11 :30am- 03:30pm TR SCIE 469 
TBA OFC 
TBA OFC 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF HGYM 206 
10:30 am - 12:30 pm MTWRF HGYM 208 
08:00 pm - 08:30 pm MTWR HGYM 208 
08:00pm- 08:15pm MTR CLAS C122 
08:00pm- 07:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8108 
10:30am - 01:00pm MTWRF BISH 32 
10:30 am MTWRF THEA 110 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 8118 
06:00pm- 08:25 pm MTWR BULG E 
Murdock,M 
Murdock,M 
Murdock,M 
Murdock,M 
Sokol.A 
AI-Salgh,Z 
AI-Salgh,Z 
Oonovan,T 
Romlnger,R 
STAFF 
AI-Salgh,Z 
Jonmall'9,K 
SchWllt1z,S 
Sartori.A 
Schwat1z,S 
Connor,C 
Zbeczynlak,J 
Kallar,T 
DIMlllo,G 
Nagllberg,K 
Smftn,R 
08:00am- 10:20am MTWR CHAS B-15 
10:30am- 12:SOpmMTWR CHAS B-15 santaMarll,A 
TBA CALL DEPT STAFF 
TBA CALL DEPT Tllompeon,J 
33 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
50 
22 
22 
30 
13 
15 
10 
37 
24 
37 
40 
25 
18 
17 
15 
15 
111 MAJORS 
18 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
15 INSTl"ERM 
50 JR,SR 
25 JR,SR 
20 MAJORS 
15 MAJORS 
Session B: June 23-July 19 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
4122 CRJ101 
4211 CRJ201 
4125 • CRJ204 
4126 CRJ430 
DESIGN 
4119 DES114 
4111 DES190 
INTROCRJ 
CRIM LAW/PROC 
CORR PROCESS 
GENDER &CRJ 
WORKSHOP CRAFTS 
DES SYMPOSIUM 
ArJ,/ 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
D 
CT 
CT 
3 
3 CRJ101 
3 
3 CRJ101 
CA R 3 RBERS. NOTES 23,24 
NON-ART MAJORS ONLY 
CA R 3 SEE NOTE 23 
NON-ART MAJORS ONLY 
EARTH SCIENCES & SCIENCE EDUCATION 
4070- GES101 
4118 SCl594 
INTRO GEOLOGY 
GRAD WORKSHOP 
CMN 3 
3 CREATIVITY SCI TCHR. 
NOTE:GRADUATECLASS 
ARST CLASS MEETS 
JUNE30. 
ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
4187 ECO103 
4188 ECO201 
4190 EC0202 
4191 ECO305 
4192 ECO314 
ECON HIST OF US 
PRIN OF MACRO 
PRIN OF MICRO 
ECON STATISTICS 
CORP FINANCE 
CS Vt 3 
CS O 3 EITHER EC0201 OR 
EC0202 MAY BE TAKEN 
FIRST 
CS O 3 EITHER ECO201 OR 
EC0202 MAY BE TAKEN 
FIRST 
3 MAY NOT RECBVE 
CREDIT FOR BOTH 
EC0305 AND MAT311 
3 EC0201 OR EC0202; 
BUS312; CIS101 
RECOMMENDED 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
11:00am- 01:25pm MTWR CLAS 8119 Carey,P 
08:00 am - 10:25 am MTWR CLAS 8220 Malllln,S 
06:00 pm - 08:25 pm MTWR CLAS 8108 C.brera,J 
08:00 am - 10:25 am MTWR CLAS 8321 Contrtno,K 
08:40 am - 12:15 pm MTWRF UFTO 412 BaJu1,J 
10:30am- 12:25pm MTWRF BULG N Nowak,C 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF SCIE 356 Bergsllen,E 
12:30 pm - 03:30 pm MTWRF SCIE 103 Blrdd,D 
10:30 am - 12:05 pm MTWRF CLAS 8108 Davis,$ 
01 :00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS A212 Davll,S 
10:30am- 12:25pm MTWRF CLAS C302 Klm,Y 
01:00 pm - 02:55 pm Ml'WRF CLAS 8108 Byrtey,T 
. 10:30am- 12:25pm MTWRF CLAS 8321 Byrley,T 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
20 
30 
10 
10 
15 
45 
49 
23 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
10 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
----------·---------------- ,..,_, ... ...,_,m ___ ..., __ _,_,m ___ ..,,.,..,..., ... _,,,__,. ...... _ ... ...,,_..., ... _ EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
4094 CSP917 
4095 CSPl22 
4091 CSP125 
4097 CSPS90 
4181 • CTE306 
4098 EDF202 
4099 EDF202 
4130 EDF203 
4102 "EDF302 
4103 • EDF302 
4180 EDF353 
4090 EOF500 
4011 • EDFSOO 
4100 EOFS03 
4101 EDF503 
STU DEV & LEARNING 
TECH I COONS INTV 
INTERN PRACT II 
MASTERS PROJl:CT 
LA80RATORY MGMT 
CHILO DEV/EOUCA 
CHILD DEV/EDUCA 
SCHOOL AND SOCI 
EDU PSYCH:ELEM 
EDU PSYCH:ELEM 
HUMDEVAOOL 
MUL Tl-CULT EDU 
MULTI-CULT EDU 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
3 SPA & ADE MAJORS 
AND BY PERMISSION 
3 SPA MAJORS AND 
BY PERMISSION 
3 SPA & ADE MAJORS 
3 SPAMAJORS 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 EDF202 
3 EDF202 
3 
3 
3 
3 CLASSRUNS 
ll30-7119I03 
3 CLASSRUNS 
l/30-7119/03 
08:30 am - 11 :45 am TWR BACO 2C17 
05:00 pm- 08:15 pm TWR BACO 2C17 
12:00 pm - 03:15 pm TWR BACO 2C17 
04:30 pm - 07:45 pm TWR BACO 204 
08:35 pm - 08:30 pm MTWRF BACO 202 
08:00 am - 10:30 am MTWR BACO 220 
10:30am- 01:00pm MTWR CAUD 212 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF BACO 209 
08:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF BACO 223 
08:05 pm - 10:00 pm MTWRF BACO 223 
04:30 pm - 08:25 pm MTWRF BACO 20Z 
03:30 pm - 115:25 pm MTWRF SACO 225 
Galllnelu,T 
Gold,J 
GalllnMu,T 
Plltltu,C 
Schmlcll,K 
Brown,A 
Brown,A 
Grande.A 
Macey,R 
Mecey,R 
Schmkll,K 
Mlltlal,P 
111:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF SACO 225 Mlltlal,P 
08:00 am - 10:30 am MTWRF BACO 202 Flllvln,M 
11:00am- 01:30pm MTWRF SACO 202 Flnln,M 
34 
25 
25 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
25 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
Session B: June 23-July 19 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ADV 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
4118 EDF503 
4131 • EDF525 
4074 EDF528 
4076 EDF528 
4195 EDF602 
4104 EDF611 
4115 ' EDF841 
4196 EDF688 
4105 • EDF&e9 
4083 'EDF715 
EDU PSYCHOLOGY 
PHIL OF EDU 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
MAN :ADMIN BEHAV 
EVALIN EDUC 
SOC FNDS OF EDU 
LEADERSHIP IN ORG 
METH EDU RES 
MANAGE PRAC TEC 
3 CLASS RUNS 
6/30-7/1Ml2 
3 
3 CLASSRUNS 
6/30-7/18/03 
3 CLASSRUNS 
6130-7'19I03 
3 ADULT ED MAJORS ONLY 
NOTE 26. ONLINE 
COURSE. FOR INFO 
8711-3905 
3 .CLASS RUNS 
6/30-7/1 g,,03 
3 CLASSRUNS 
6130-7/19,'03 
3 ADULT ED MAJORS. 
NOTE 26. ONLINE 
COURSE. CALL 
885-4309 FOR INFO. 
3 CLASSRUNS 
6/30-7/19,'03 
3 CODE A - NOTE 25 
75 MIN ADDTL WEB 
WORKREOD. 
885-4309 FOR INFO 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION & READING 
4049 EDU416 
4228 EDU534 
4051 EDU535 
4052 EDU543 
4226 EDU552 
4235 EDU574 
4053 EDU601 
4054 EDU601 
4055 EDU611 
4056 EDU612 
4057 EDU647 
4058 EDU647 
4059 EDU647 
4060 EDUM7 
4061 EDU647 
4062 EDU670 
4063 EDU670 
4071 EDU672 
4064 EDU690 
4065 • EDU$90 
4220 ELFSOO 
4221 • ELFSOO 
TCH ROG SEC SCH 
HOLISTIC CURR 
TCH WRIT1NG ELE 
CURR FOR YNG CH 
PUBLIC SCHOOL LAWS 
ELEM SCH CURR 
SEMINAR IN ELE 
SEMINAR IN ELE 
TCH LIT PRIM GR 
DEV LITERACY 
PRACT READING 
PRACT READING 
PRACT READING 
PRACT READING 
PRACT READING 
PRIN CUR DESIGN 
PAIN CUR DESIGN 
MICRO COMP INST 
MASTERS PROJECT 
MASTERS PROJECT 
MUL Tl-CULTURAL 
EDUC 
MUL Tl-CULTURAL 
EDUC 
3 ONLINE COURSE 
EMAIL INSTRUCTOR AT 
STEINAJROBUFFALO 
STATE.EDU 
3 MEETS 6/30-7/11/03 
3 MEETS 6/30-7125/03 
3 MEETS 6/30-7/25/03 
3 
3 
3 ONLINE COURSE 
CONTACT INSTRUCTOR 
FOR INFO 
MEETS 6/30-7/25103 
3 ONLINE COURSE 
CONTACT INSTRUCTOR 
FOR INFO 
MEETS 6130-7/25/03 
3 MEETS 6/30-7/25/03 
3 MEETS l/30--7/25103 
6 MEETS 6/30--7/25/03 
8 MEETS 6/30-7/25/03 
8 MEETS 8130--7/25 
8 MEETS 6/30-7/25 
6 . MEETS 6/30--7/25 
3 MEETS lll30-7/25 
3 MEETS 6130-7/25 
3 ON LINE COURSE EMAIL 
STEINAJRO BUFFALO 
STATE.EDU 
3 BEGINS 6'23 THEN 
BYAPPT 
PRERE0:EDF689 
3 BEGINS 6'23, THEN 
APPT 
PREREQ: EDFe89 
.3 9201 MAJORS 
3 9201 MAJORS 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
03:00 pm - 05:30 pm MTWRF BACO 223 Polkl,W 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF BACO 209 Grande.A 
07:55 am - 10:25 am MTWRF BACO 305 Rotalla,J 
10:30 am - 01 :00 pm MTWRF BACO 305 Rotella,J 
TBA CALL DEPT STAFF 
02:00 pm - 04:30 pm MTWRF BACO 202 Schelra,T 
06:00 pm - 08:30 pm MTWRF BACO 205 Polkl,W 
TBA CALL DEPT Conorozzo,A 
06:00 pm - 08:30 pm MTWRF BACO 217 
06 :00pm- 07:00pm MTWRF SCIE 213 Conorozzo,A 
TBA CALL DEPT Slelnagle,J 
08:00am- 12:00pm MTWRF BACO 215 
08:00am- 11:30am TWR BACO 217 
Dowskl,H 
Kelley,N 
TBA CALL DEPT STAFF 
04:30 pm - 07:25 pm MTWR BACO 220 Grande.A 
09:00 - 12:30 pm MWR CALL DEPT Slcowronekl,K 
09:00 am - 01 :00 pm M BACO 207 Steven1,C 
09:00 am - 01 :00 pm T BACO 223 Stevene,C 
08:00 am - 01 :00 pm MTW BACO 211 Alol,C 
09:00 am - 01:00 pm MTWR BACO 209 
08:00 am - 12:20 pm MTWRF BACO 205 Ceprano,M 
08:00 am - 12:20 pm MTWRF CAUD 214 Tatum,A 
08:00 - 12:20 pm MTWRF BACO 204 Sablna,E 
01:00 pm - 04:20 pm MTWRF BACO 222 Ceprano,M 
01 :00 pm - 04:20 pm MTWRF BACO 204 Tatum.A 
08:00am- 12:00pm MTR KETC 113 Shandomo,H 
01 :00 pm - 04:00 pm MTR KETO 113 Shandorno,H 
TBA CALL DEPT Stelnagle,J 
04:30 pm - 07:00 pm MW BACO 227 GltN,R 
07:30 pm - 09:30 pm MW BACO 211 
03:30 Pffl,- 05:25 pm MTWRF BACO 225 Mattal,P 
06:00 pm - 07:55 pm MTWRF BACO 225 Mlttal,P 
35 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
18 
14 
15 
15 
11 
20 MAJORS 
20 MAJORS 
7 INSTPERM 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
6 MAJORS 
8 MAJORS 
6 MAJORS 
8 MAJORS 
8 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 MAJORS 
14 INSTPERM 
10 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
2 MAJORS 
2 MAJORS 
Session B: June 2~July 19 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HA. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION & READING 
4227 ELF534 HOLISTIC CURR 3 9201 MAJORS 
MEETS 6130-7/11/03 
4225 ELF552 SCHOOL LAW 3 9201 MAJORS 
4069 El.F559 PRN CREAT PRB 3 9201 STUDENTS 
SLVNG 
4222 El.F602 ADM SPEC EDUC 3 9201 MAJORS. CALL 
878-4639 FOR DETAILS 
4223 El.F672 MICRO COMP INST 3 9201 .SUNY NETWORK 
100% ONLINE. DETAILS 
MAILED UPN REGSTRTN. 
FOR INFO 878-6910. 
BWK COURSE;SESS A&B 
ENGLISH 
4143 ENG102 COLLEGE WRTG II 8 3 NOTE 15, PORTFOLIO 
4142 ENG151 INTRO TO POETRY CH 3 
4139 ENG211 ENGLISH LIT 2 CH 3 
4144 ENG231 WOMEN IN LIT CHU 3 
4137 ENG300W WRTG FOR PROFES 3 NOTE 28 
4138 ENG300W WRTG FOR PROFES 3 NOTE 28 
4145 ENG301W ADVANCED COMP 3 NOTE28 
4146 • ENG301W ADVANCED COMP 3 NOTE28 
4141 ENG642 STUDS POETRY 3 CHARLOTTE SMITH AND 
A POETICS OF 
RESISTANCE 
4140 ENG691 ADV ST TCH ENG 3 
MEETING BLDG. 
08:00am- 12:00 pm MTWRF SACO 215 
04:30pm- 07:25 pm MTWR BACO 220 
05:30pm- 09:15pm MTR CLAS 8320 
TBA OFC 
TBA OFC 
01:00 pm - 02:55 pm l.!TWRF KETC 219 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 207 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 320 
03:30pm- 05 :25 pm MTWRF KETC 207 
08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF KETC 320 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 109 
03:30pm- 05:25 pm MTWRF KETC 100 
06:00pm- 07:55 pm MTWRF KETC 207 
01:00 pm - 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 100 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 100 
INSTl=IUCTOR 
Oowskl,L 
Grande,A 
Fox,J 
Sacca,K 
Thompson,J 
Fulk,A 
Eastman,G 
Fulk,A 
Fulk,M 
Hoffman,M 
Hoffman,M 
Hammer,M 
Hammer,M 
Fulk,M 
Eastman,G 
OPEN RESERV RESER\/ 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
5 MAJORS 
10 MAJORS 
5 MAJORS 
20 MAJORS 
2 MAJORS 
22 
35 
35 
35 
22 
22 
22 
22 
15 MAJORS 
15 MAJORS 
===•==c:z:2s:::rm============~====---====:s=:=:r.::i:===:ra.::s:=::it%.:::~========-z=--=:=2" ----=============n===:s.:::::::=sss::::s•---~•====-=~=== 
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION 
4028 EXE364 ED STUD SEV DIS 3 1ST & 2ND MEETING ON 10:301m- 01 :00 pm MTWR KETC 200 Mattle,H 25 MAJORS 
CAMPUS. REMAINING 
CLASSES AT UCP 
UNION RD-CHEEK. 
4230 EXE375 INT OT ECH IN EDU 3 04:30pm- 07:00 pm MTWR BUTL 318 Mattle,H 22 MAJORS 
4029 EXE501 ASSESS TECH 3 EXE 500 OR EQUIV 08:30Im- 11:45am MTWR KETC 207 Palge,S 25 MAJORS 
4030 EXE504 GRAD ST TCH SP 6 EXE 500,501,502,503 TBA OFC STAFF 12 INST PERM 
TWO METHODS COURSES 
OR EQUIV. APPLY BY 
2115 TO PRG COORD 
4072 EXE504 GRAD ST TCH SP 6 DISTANCE LEARNING TBA OFC Mlke,D 11 INSTPERM 
PRACTICUM 
4075 EXE534 UNDERST PROB ST 3 EXE500 & EXE504 OR 08:30am- 11 :45 am MTWR KETC 118 Zlezlula,C 25 MAJORS 
PROV CERT IN SP ED 
1ST CLASS MEETS 6/30 
4077 EXE577 TCHNG EX ST REG 3 MAY NOT BE USED 08:00am- 11:15am MTWR KETC 328 Pomerantz,D 25 
TOWARD EX ED CERT 
OR M.S. DEGREE 
1 ST CLASS MEETS 6130 
4080 EXE594 GRAD WORKSHOP 3 WKSHP: HUMOR AND 09:30am- 12:45 pm MTWR SCIE 220 Baum,R 25 
LEARNING 
1 ST CLASS MEETS 6/30 
4081 EXEl211 COLL & CONSULT 3 EXE 504 OR PROVISNL 08:30am- 11:45am MTWR KETC 300 Posluszny,M 25 MAJORS 
PRAC CERT IN SP ED 
ONE ADVANCED CURRIC 
COURSE 
1ST CLASS MEETS 6130 
4233 EXE6211 COLL & CONSUL. T 3 FOR STUDENTS IN DIS TBA OFC Schmldl,R 8 INSTPERM 
PRAC LEARN PROG ONLY AT 
SOUTHWESTERN 
4234 EXE628 COLL & CONSULT 3 FOR STUDENTS IN DIS TBA OFC Schmldt,R 8 INSTPERM 
PRAC LEARN PROG ONLY AT 
BELFAST 
36 
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CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ADV 
CD 
CA. 
HA. 
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION 
4084 EXE636 PROM EFF SOC INTER 3 
4232 EXE636 PROM EFF SOC INTER 3 
4082 EXE660 INTERPERS INTER 3 
4073 ' EXE684 SEMINAR EX ED 3 
FINE ARTS 
4040 FAR103 MODELING 3 
4035 FAR230 INTRO PRINTMKG CAR 3 
4036 FAR331 INTERM PRINT 1 3 
4037 FAR332 INTERM PRINT 2 3 
4038 FAR333 ADV PRINTMKG 3 
4041 FAR345 FIGURE MODELING 3 
4039 FAR630 GRAD STU PRINT 3 
4042 FAR640 GRAD STU SCULP 3 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
FOR STUDENTS IN DIS 
LEARN PROG ONLY 
AT SOUTHWESTERN 
FOR STUDENTS IN 
DIS LEARN PROG ONLY 
AT BEL.FAST 6123-819 
12 HRS OF GRADUATE 
STUDY IN EX ED 
1ST CLASS MEETS 6/30 
SESS A CLASS MEETS 
5131,6/7,6/14,6121 
9AM-12:15; AND 
SESS 8 WR 4 :30-7:30 
NOTE24 
BFA FRESHMEN 
Al.TJ:RNATESTART 
DA TE 6130103 
ALTERNATE START 
CATE OF 6/30/03 
NOTE24 
ALTERNATE START 
DATE OF 6/30/03 
NOTE24 
FAR230 
ALTERNATE START 
DATE OF 613()(03 
NOTE24 
FAR331 
ALTERNATE START 
DA TE OF 613()(03 
NOTE24 
FAR332 
NOTE24 
FAR103 
ALTERNATE START 
DATE&/3~03 
ALTERNATE START 
DA TE OF 6/30/03 
NOTE24 
GRAD STATUS 
NOTE24 
GRAD STATUS 
FIGURE STUDIES 
ALTERNATE START 
DATES/3CJ03 
-----mrmacrmr.--- -.====zam:s:s==r:=--=nrm:saa-.. ..... 
HEAL TH & WELLNESS 
4031 HEW204 PERSONAL HEAL TH cs 3 
4032 HEW308 WOMEN'S HEAL TH IS 3 JR/SR STANDING 
4033 HEW520 ,DRUGS, SOC, HE 3 CLASS MEETS 8130 -
7n9 
4034 HEW615 SEMINAR HEALTH ED 3 CLASS MEETS 6130-
7/19 
== 
HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
4000 HIS106 AMERICAN LIFE I CS V1 3 
4003 HIS107 AMERUFEII CS V1 3 
MEETING B~DG 
TBA OFC 
TBA OFC 
01 :00 pm - 04:15 pm MTWR KETC 200 
04:30pm - 07:30pm WR KETC 200 
09:00am- 12:15 pm S KETC 200 
08:00am- 01:00pm MTWRF UPTO 229 
09:00am- 02:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 304 
09:00am- 02:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 304 
09:00am- 02 :00 pm MTWRF UPTO 304 
09:00am- 02:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 304 
08:00am- 01 :00 pm MTWAF UPTO 229 
09:00 am - 02:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 304 
08:00 am - 01 :00 pm MTWRF UPTO 229 
----=-==--
08:ooam- 09:55 am MTWRF HGYM 207 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF HGYM 207 
08:00am- 11:00am MTWR HGYM 206 
11:15am- 02:15 pm MTWR HGYM 206 
m=-=s 
03:30pm- 05:25 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF ' CLAS C202 
37 
INSTRUCTOR 
Posluszny,M 
Posluszny,M 
Saum,R 
Gleckel,W 
Gleckel,W 
Por1er,B 
Coburn.A 
Coburn,A 
Coburn,A 
Coburn,A 
Porter,B 
Coburn,A 
Porter,B 
Rost,P 
Rost,P 
Roberts,$ 
Rober1s,S 
&worthy,B 
Mernltz,K 
OPEN AESERV AESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
8 INSTPERM 
8 INSTPERM 
25 MAJORS 
14 INST PERM 
6 
6 
3 
2 
2 
6 
7 
3 
~-z:r:--====--==-
37 
37 
37 
37 
mzz~--~ 
32 
32 
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CAU. CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HA. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
4005 HIS115 
4008 HIS210 
4009 SSE303 
4010 SSE605 
WESTERN CIV CS V2 3 
MODERN ASIA G CS V3 3 
METH MAT TCH MID SS 3 SIX HRS IN PROF ED 
COURSES; SST200 & 
SSE309; CUM & MAJOR 
GPA 2.75 OR HIGHER 
TPS IN-SERV EDU 
HUMANITIES 
40111 HUM100 INTRO TO HUMAN CHU 3 
MATHEMATICS 
4156 MAT103 INTRCTEMP MATH CMZ 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
4157 MAT110 INT ALG & TRIG CM 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
4158 MAT121 El MATH ADV STP I 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
4159 MAT122 EL MATH ADV STP II z 3 MAT121 
4160 MAT126 CALCULUS CMZ 3 MAT 110 OR FOUR 
YEARS OF REGENTS 
HIGH SCHOOL MATH 
4161 MAT311 INTR PROB & STA CMZ 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH 
4162 MAT3111 PROBABILITY 3 MAT 270 AND EITHER 
MAT 127 OR MAT 162 
4229 MED602 SEC TCH:TOPICS 3 COURSE WILL MEET 
JUNE 30 - JULY 19 
4163 MED606 COMPROGIIED 3 BEGINS ON JUNE 30 
AND ENDS ON JULY 19 
--m.--:1::::ramaa:::in::=•:ar.:n:a-.:za==-=-=-z:z==::::n:1~m=::z== 
MODERN & CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
4197 FRE102 BEG FRENCH II CH F 3 FRE101 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
41911 FRE202 INT FRENCH II F 3 FRE201 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
4109 FRE497 FRENCH IMMERSION 3 WKSHP AT WHISPERING 
PINES CAMP MEETS 
6122-6129.SPEC PERM 
REQUIRED CALL 5414 
4110 FRE!i94 FRENCH IMMERSION 3 WKSHP AT WHISPERING 
PINES CAMP MEETS 
1/22-6129. SPEC PERM 
REQUIRED CALL 5414 
4207 ITA102 BEG ITALIAN II CH F 3 ITA101 OR EQUIV 
4199 SPA101 BEG SPANISH I CH F 3 LAB WORK REQUIRED 
4201 SPA102 BEG SPANISH II CH F 3 SPA101 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
4202 • SPA102 BEG SPANISH II CH F 3 SPA101 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
4203 SPA201 INT SPANISH I F 3 SPA102 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQUIRED 
4205 SP~02 INT SPANISH II F 3 SPA201 OR EQUIV 
LAB WORK REQutRED 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
08:00 am - 09:55 em MTWRF CLAS C202 Golombek Jr.,j 
01 :00pm - 02 :55pm MTWRF CLAS C202 STAFF 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8209 Oell,D 
10:30 em - 12:55 pm MTWRF CLAS C214 Fusco,l 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF BULG E Gulatl ,A 
Oll:IK>"am - 09:55 am MTWRF SCIE 311 Hajlkllndl,A 
10:30am - 12:25 pm MTWRF ROCK 204 Brzezlnskl,D 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF ROCK 202 Koehler,K 
10:30am - 12:25 pm MTWRF ROCK 201 O'Dell,R 
Oll:OOam- 09:55 am MTWRF ROCK 201 Koehler,R 
Oll:OOam- 09:55 am MTWRF ROCK 202 Koehler,K 
01 :00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF ROCK 201 Stalder,J 
11:00am- 02:15pm MTWR BACO 220 Wllson,D 
08:00am- 10:35 am MTWRF BISH 340 Glembrone,T 
OPEN RESER\/ RESER\/ 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
32 
32 
15 
40 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
30 
30 
20 
20 
18 MAJORS 
== - ::==:::s==:::=:=~ ===-===:==--====::::=::=: 
12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 315 25 
12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 219 THta,G 25 
TBA OFC McKee,E 15 INST PERM 
TBA OFC McKee,c 15 INSTPERM 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC ,212 25 
10:30am - 12:25 MTWRF KETC 106 Montesano,D 25 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 106 Gall'9tt,M 25 
06:00pm- 07:55 pm MTWRF K,ETC 100 Nelra,R 25 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 111 llttlelleld,M 25 
01:00pm- 02:55 pm MTWRF KETC 320 25 
38 
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CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
MODERN & CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
4087 SPA497 SPANISH IMMERSION 
4088 SPA594 SPANISH IMMERSION 
PERFORMING ARTS 
40711 MUS206 JAZZ. ROCK FOUND 
3 WKSHP AT WHISPERING 
PINES CAMP MEETS 
&f22-6/29f03. PERM 
REQUIRED-CALL 4620 
3 WKSHP AT WHISPERING 
PINES CAMP MEETS 
6/22-6/29i03. PERM 
REQUIRED CALL 4620 
D CAR 3 ONLY ONE OF THE 
FOLLOWING (MUS206, 
MUS208) MAY BE USED 
FOR CORE ARTS CREDIT 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
TBA CALL DEPT Agudelo,J 
TBA CALL DEPT 
08:00 - 09:55 1m MTWRF ROCK 124 
OPEN RESER\/ RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
20 INST PERM 
20 INST PERM 
50 
4218 THA106 INTRO THEATRE CA R 3 10:30 - 12:25 pm MTWRF KETC 2111 STAFF 40 
;s::a::a::za~~=-=:m.z:1:a:c::tm::am-..:==~~--o:a=m::naz:a:.azr-==:s::ii~=====a:u:t:11:~zz-=::s:r:::::sdcm===-.~:as=..:a-====a:a::ac=-ama=:m:==:z~-= 
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
4046 PHl102 SOC/MORAL PHI 
4047 PHl323 MORAL ISSUES 
PHYSICS 
4171 PHY112 UNIV PHYS II 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
4045 PSC2111W AFR AM POL CULT 
4120 PSC230 INTERNTL RELAT 
4044 PSC333 AFR INT REL 
4096 PSC4ll8 INTERNSHIP 
PSYCHOLOGY 
4155 PSY325 SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
SOCIAL WORK 
4217 SWK320 SOC SRVS ORGS 
SOCIOLOGY 
4117 SOC240 SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
4119 SOC302W APPL RESEARCH 
4155 SOC351 RACE/ETHNICITY 
41511 SOC3aO SOC OF CRIME 
4170 SOC390 JUVENILE DELNQY 
CHU 3 PHI 101 OR 102 MAY 
BE USED IN THE CORE 
BUT NOT BOTH. 
CHU 3 NOTE 28 AND JR/SR OR 
ONE COURSE IN PHI. 
CM 4 NOTE: CLASS MEETS 
FOR 5 WEEKS FROM 
JUNE 30-AUGUST 1. 
DCS 3 NOTE211 
GCS 3 
3 
3 JR/SR STANDING; PERM 
OF INTERNSHIP COORD. 
REOS PRIOR PLACEMENT 
CS O 3 · PSY 101 
3 SWK220 
DCSO 3 
3 SOC100 
DCSO 3 SOC100 
cso 3 SOC100 
3 SOC100 
08:00am - 09:55 em MTWRF KETC 100 Backen,G 
10:30am- 12:25pm MTWRF KETC 31~ Backen,G 
08:30am- 10:30am MTWRF SCIE 317 STAFF 
11 :00am- 01 :00pm MWF SCIE 203 STAFF 
03:30pm- 05:25 pm MTWRF CLAS A212 Neal,A 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS C116 Deul,R 
10:301m- 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS B220 Neat.A 
TBA CAU DEPT Neat.A 
06:00 - 09:55 MTWRF CLAS A3U1 HennN1y,D 
08:00 am - 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS A212 Oexter,J 
10:30am- 12:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 8319 Stewart.A 
01:00pm. - 02:55 pm MTWRF CLAS 9321 Shelton.A 
08:00am- 09:55 am MTWRF CLAS 8309 Hodge.A 
10:301m- 12:25 pm UTWRF CLAS 8309 
03:30pm- 05:25 pm MTWRF CLAS 9321 Mc:Co,ry,T 
39 
25 
25 
24 
30 
30 
30 
411 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
10 INST PERM 
30 MAJORS 
Session B: June 23-July 19 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 
4209 SLP312 SPEECH ACOUSTICS 
4210 SLP429 CLINICAL ACTIVITY 
TECHNOLOGY 
4114 FTT206 INTRO TEXTILES 
4113 FTT336 TEXTILE EVAL 
4108 • INT594 GRAD WORKSHOP 
4112 SAF305 FUND OF SAFETY 
4107 TEC101 TECH DRAWING 
4129 TEC495 TEACHING INTERNSHIP 
CT 
CT 
3 COURSE OUTLINE ON 
WEB 
1 LAB FOR SLP312 
COURSE OUTLINE ON 
WEB 
3 
3 PRE-REQ FTT336 
3 MEET FIRST DAY OF 
CLASS. REMAINING 
WILL BE ON THE 
INTERNET. 
3 
3 
3 WILL PARTICIPATE IN 
HUCKLEBERRY ANN 
RAFT PROJECT W/MARK 
TWAIN MUSEUM 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
02:00 pm - 04 :30 pm TWR KETC 212 Jones,G 
TBA CALL DEPT JonN,G 
11:30am - 01 :25 pm MTWRF BULG E surte,c 
08:30am- 10:30 am MTWRF CAUD 312 Searte,C 
08:30pm- 08:30 pm MTWRF UPTO 245 Devgun,M 
08:30am - 10:25 am MTWRF UPTO 505 Banks Jr.,P 
04:30pm- 09:00 pm MTWR UPTO 306 Hotchkiss.A 
TBA CALL DEPT Butz,R 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
12 MAJORS 
12 MAJORS 
50 
20 
18 
25 
18 
6 INSTPERM 
.::a::-ma~~==-=-===-:s:::n:::i:~::=i::a:::::n1~:z:=s~c--=~::c:::=s=====-=~c======== --====-::-:s::::===ma:;cc:=a=•=-
WOMEN'S STUDIES 
4144 ENG231 WOMEN IN UT CHU 3 
4032 HEW308 WOMEN'S HEALTH IS 3 JR/SR STANDING 
03:30 pm - 05:25 pm MTWRF KETC 207 Fulk,M 
10:30 am - 12:25 pm MTWRF HGYM 207 Rost,P 
40 
35 
37 
J. 
Session C: July 21-August 9 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ArN 
CD 
CR. 
HR. 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
5087 ANT144W 
5088 • ANT144W 
5089 ANT381 
FOLKLORE & LIFE D CS O 3 CODE 25; CODE 28 
FOLKLORE & LIFE O CS O 3 CODE 25; CODE 28 
RELIG/MAGICICUL TUR CS V3 3 
ART EDUCATION 
5083 AED506 COLLOQ THE ARTS 3 
5085 AED591 RESEARCH PROJ 3 
5084 AED603 INTERN/ART 3 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
02:00 pm - 04:30 pm MTWRF BULG N0028 A1h,L 
06:00 pm- 09:10 pm MTWR BULG N002B F11h,L 
11:00am- 01:30pm MTWRF CLAS 8108 Danlel1,T 
08:00am- 10:30am MTWRF UPTO 410 Hamllton,C 
02:00pm - 04:30 pm MTWRF OFC Koeppel,i;> 
11:00am- 01 :30 pm MTWRF OFC Koeppel,D 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
25 
25 
30 
18 MAJORS 
12 INST PERM 
12 MAJORS 
s::ssrmm::::=--s:::::::::a:mrmm--..:==ma•-=--==-=r---=sa:sm~:s::xs:::rrm=::~:ai::ac::=..wnn ---~m=z:1-----
BIOLOGY 
5079 810488 
5080 B10488 
5081 B10488 
BIO INTERNSHIP 
810 INTERNSHIP 
BIO INTERNSHIP 
BUSINESS 
5013 BUS116 INTRO BUSINESS 
!ION • BUS313 MANAGERIAL ACCTNG 
5012 BUS320 PRIN MARKETING 
5009 BUS325 HUMAN RES MGMT 
5008 BUS334 BUSINESS LAW I 
5010 BUS340 SECURITIES 
5011 BUS430 BUSINESS STR,ATEGY 
5068 BUS460 PROD OPER MGMT 
1 CODEC 
2 CODEC 
3 CODEC 
CT 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
10:30am-
06:00pm-
02:00pm-
10:30am-
08:00am-
08:00am-
11:30am-
02:00pm-
01 :45 pm MTWR 
09:15pm MTWR 
05:15 pm MTWR 
01 :45 pm MTWR 
10:30 am MTWAF 
11 :15am MTWR 
02:45 pm MTWR 
05:15 pm MTWR 
CALL DEPT Snyder,R 
CALL DEPT Snyder,R 
CALL DEPT Snyder,R 
BULG N002B McFarland,S 
CHAS 341 Janowny,D 
BULG NOCl2C McFarland,$ 
UPTO 230 Maxwell,J 
BUlG N002C Kally,J 
CHAS 341 Grazlplene,L 
CHAS 341 Grull)leM,L 
UPTO 230 Maxwell,J 
-•------------===-===---..... -=-==~-===•-=------•~-=--
CENTER FOR STUDIES IN CREATIVITY 
5085 CRS205 
5003 CRS610 
INTRO CREAT STD 
FACIL GP PROB SOLYG 
COMMUNICATION 
5049 COM103 INTRO HUMAN COM 
5050 • COM210 INTRO MEDIA WRITING 
5051 COM488 INTERNSHIP 
5052 COM488 INTERNSHIP 
5053 COM488 INTERNSHIP -a:am.m=a~=---
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
5045 CRJ101 INTROCRJ 
5041 CRJ203 CRIM/IDEOL/JUS 
5047 CRJ307 COMPARATIVE CRJ 
5048 CRJ425 RACE & ADM JUS 
CHU 
CT 
G 
0 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
=-=....:=a 
CRJ101 
CRJ101 
10:00 am - 12:30 pm MTWRF cl.AS 8320 LIMlttlna,L 
05:00 pm - 09:00 pm MTWR CLAS 8320 Fox,J 
11:ooam- 01 :30 pm MTWRF CLAS C313 NaQllblro,K 
08:00pm- 09:00 pm MTWRF THEA 110 Meyer,B 
TBA CALL DEPT Ramaey,J 
TBA CALL DEPT RafflNY,J 
TBA CALL DEPT RafflMY,J 
08:00,m- 10:30 am MTWRF CLAS 8108 Song,J 
08:00am- 10:30 am MTWRF CLAS 8220 JohlllOll,S 
01:00pm- 03:30 pm MTWRF CLAS 8320 Song,J 
11:00,m- 01 :30 pm MTWRF CLAS 8321 JohlllOll,S 
41 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
15 
40 
17 
15 
15 
3 
24 INSTPERM 
24 INSTPERM 
24 INST f>ERM 
11 MAJORS 
20 INST PERM 
5 INSTPERM 
5 INSTPERM 
20 MAJORS 
17 MAJORS 
Session C: July 21-August 9 
CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
DESIGN 
5041 DES114 WORKSHOP CRAFTS 
5040 DES475 GRAPH DES PRACT 
CR. 
HR. 
CAR 3 
6 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
WOOD. NOTES 23,24 
NON-ART MAJORS ONLY 
CODEC,T 
SEE NOTES 6, 1 O, 13 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
08:40am- 12:15 pm MTWRF UPTO 257 Stender,T 15 
TBA CALL DEPT Astrella,J 15 INST PERM 
ai=:::=.=~=======::=:::====-=:====:ra-=-:sa=-==::c-=:m:a::=m=•=-•=====•ax===•rmcrm:::sw===.=a;:;:=-=am==m====rmzama:=::s:a-==saa-==:a:::::r::::---===za 
EARTH SCIENCES & SCIENCE EDUCATION 
5033 GES506 GEOL OF NY STE 3 GES 101 ANO EITHER 
GES 102 OR GES 502 
EQUIVALENTS. 
ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
5090 EC0488 INTERNSHIP 0 CODES C,0,G,H. ECO 
201.202 & 1 RELEVANT 
ECO ELECTIVE;2.5 GPA 
CALL 878--6933 
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS 
5037 EDF302 EDU PSYCH:ELEM 3 EDF202 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION & READING 
5030 ELF683 FACIL GP PROB SOLVG 
5098 ELF683 FACIL GP PROB SOLVG 
5032 ELF703 EDL INTERNSHIP 
5031 ELF706 PROSS IN LEADERSHIP 
ENGLISH 
5059 ENG102 COLLEGE WRTG 11 
5054 ENG221 AMERUT2 
5058 ENG230 COMPARATIVE LIT 
5061 ENG252 20TH CEN LIT I 
5060 ENG260 CHILDREN'S LIT 
5063 ENG301W ADVANCED COMP 
5064 • ENG301W ADVANCED COMP 
5100 ENG356W FUTURISTIC RCT 
5055 ENG370 FOUND OF LANG 
5057 ENG461 YOUNG ADULT UT 
SOCl2 ENG638 STUDIES INOIV WRIT 
5056 ENG644 IDEOLANDUT 
-=-sssmaa:&JCSa.ms ,. ==..rm 
FINE ARTS 
5025 FAR101 DRAWING 1 
5020 FAR240 INTRO SCULPTURE 
5014 FAR250 ART HISTORY 1 
5015 FAR250 ART HISTORY 1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
8 3 
CH 3 
3 
CH 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
CAR 3 
CAR 3 
CA V2 3 
CA V2 3 
9201 STUDENTS 
9201 MAJORS 
9201 STUDENTS 
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 
878--4839 
9201 STUDENTS 
NOTE 15, PORTFOLIO 
SOPH/JRISR STANDING 
NOTE28 
NOTE28 
ENGLISH ED AND 
EL ED MAJORS 
I HOURS UT 
TONI MORRISON 
IDEOLOGY ANO ETHNIC 
AMERICAN LITERATURE 
NOTE& 
NOTE24 
02:00 pm - 04:30 pm MTWRF SCIE 356 Solar,G 30 
TBA CALL DEPT Ratkowski.A 12 INST PERM 
11 :00 am - 01 :30 pm MTWRF SACO 214A Monaco,N 25 
05:00pm - 09:00 pm MTWR SACO 225 Fox,J 5 MAJORS 
05:00pm- 09:00 pm MTWR CLAS 8320 Fox,J 5 MAJORS 
TBA CALL DEPT Loehr,P 20 MAJORS 
08:00am- 12:00 pm MTWR SACO 225 Loehr,P 20 MAJORS 
11:00am- 01 :30 pm MTWRF KETC 200 Shlna,L 22 
08:00am- 10:30 am MTWRF KETC 218 Ralley,K 35 
11:00am - 01 :30 pm MTWRF SACO 202 35 
11:00am- 01 :30 pm MTWRF KETC 218 STAFF 35 
01 ;30 pm MTWRF KETC 320 Scott,W 35 
02:00pm- 04:30 pm MTWRF KETC 218 Shlne,L 22 
06:00pm- 08:30 pm MTWRF KETC 100 Newhouse,T 22 
02:00pm- 04:30 pm MTWRF CLAS A108 STAFF 25 
10:30 am MTWRF KETC 207 Scott,W 35 
11:00am - 01 :30 pm MTWRF CAUD 212 Bontempo,B • 35 
02:00pm- 04:30 pm MTWRF KETC 207 Twaglllmana.A 15 MAJORS 
11:00am- 01 :30 pm MlWRF KETC 106 RaNey,K 15 MAJORS 
c=s::::=-======a•mx ---•--z-=====i====-~----
09:00am- 02:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 513 .Por1er,B 20 
10:00am- 03:00 pm MTWRF BUCK E104 Payne,K 5 
10:00am- 12:30 pm MTWRF BULGE STAFF 43 
02:00pm- 04:30 pm MTWRF BULG E STAFF 43 
42 
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CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
FINE ARTS 
5021 FAFP41 INTERM SCULPT 1 
5022 FAR342 INTERM SCULPT 2 
5023 FAR343 ADV SCULPTURE 
5024 FAR&40 GRAD STU SCULP 
CR. 
HR. 
3 
3 
0 
3 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
NOTE24 
FAR240 
NOTE24 
FAR341 
NOTE24 
FAR342 
NOTE24 
GRAD STATUS 
GEOGRAPHY & PLANNING 
5006 GEG101 
5007 GEG364 
WORLD NATL ENV 
GEOG OF EUROPE 
HEALTH & WELLNESS 
5016 HEW488 INTERNSHIP 
GCS O 3 
GCS V2 3 
3 HEW412 & INSTRUCTOR 
PERMISSION. SEE DR 
ANSUINI, HGYM 205, 
EXT. 6535 
HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
5000 HIS106 
5001 H!S115 
5002 HIS360 
5004 ' HIS501 
5034 SSE370 
AMERICAN LIFE I 
WESTERNCIV 
GERMNY & HITLER 
STD$ EUROP HIST 
COMPUTER IN S S 
MATHEMATICS 
5068 MAT103 
5069 MAT270 
5099 MAT683 
5071 MAT696 
5072 MEDHO 
INTR CTEMP MATH 
DISCRETE MATH I 
STAT THEORY 
HISTORY OF MATH 
MASTERS PROJECT 
CS V1 3 
CS V2 3 
3 
3 • 
3 
CM Z 3 THREE YEARS OF 
REGENTS HIGH SCHOOL 
MATH OR EQUIVALENT 
Z 3 ONE COURSE IN 
CALCULUS 
3 MAT381 OR EQUIV 
3 12 CREDITS OF MATH 
BEYOND CALCULUS 
3 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR 
10:ooam- 03:00 pm MTWRF BUCK E104 Payne,K 
10:00am- 03:00 pm MTWRF BUCK E104 Paynt,K 
10:ooam- 03:00 pm MTWRF BUCK E104 Payne,K 
10:00am- 03:00 pm MTWRF BUCK 1;104 Payne,K 
02:00pm- 04:30pm MTWRF CLAS' A209 Vel'IMtte,S 
11:00am- 01:30pm MTWRF CLAS A209 Vermette,V 
TBA CALL DEPT Ansulnl,C 
11:00 am- 01 :30 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 Horton,S 
11:00am- 01 :30 pm MTWRF CLAS B209 Blum,D 
02:00pm- 04:30 pm MTWRF CLAS 8209 SlavenH,J 
06:00pm- 08:30 pm MTWRF CLAS C202 Slavenaa,J 
11:00am- 01 :30 pm MTWRF SOUT 8-26 Hy!\'1111,W 
08:00 am - 10:30 am MTWRF BULG N0028 Clrbonarl,J 
11:00am - 01:30pm MTWRF BULG N002C Clrtlananl,J 
08:00 am - 10:35 am MTWRF SACO 220 Ghosh,C 
01 :00 pm - 03:30 pm MTWRF ROCK 201 Cunnlngllam,D 
TBA CALL DEPT McMlllen,S 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
25 
25 
32 
31 
31 
32 
35 
35 
20 
20 
20 
37 MAJORS 
22 MAJORS 
NUTRITION , 
5Q42•NFS495 
5044 NFS495 
ALTERNATIVE MEDICIN 
ALTERNATIVE MEOICIN 
3 
3 NOTE 26: ONLINE 
COURSE FOR INFO 878 
4086 EMAIL OHSYO 
BUFFALOSTATE.EDU 
06:00 pm - 08:40 pm MTWRF CAUD 211 Oh,S 
TBA CALL DEPT Oh,S 
40 
20 
..,,_ _____ _,,__.....,...,_zmm==----__,.-.........,....,.........,.,...,_.....,,__..,_.. __ ,_, ... _____________ ,_ __________ _ 
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
5067 PHl101 INTRO TO PHI 
5029 PHl323 MORAL ISSUES 
CH U 3 PHI 101 OR 102 MAY 
BE USED IN THE CORE 
BUT NOT BOTH. 
CH U 3 NOTE 28 ANO JR/SR OR 
ONE COURSE IN PHI. 
01:00pm- 02:55pm MTWRF KETC 100 STAFF 25 
10:30am- 12:25pm MTWRF KETC 100 Backen,G 25 
43 
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CALL CATALOG COURSE 
NO. NUMBER TITLE 
PHYSICS 
5077 PHY510 PHYSICS PROCESS SKL 
5071 PHY594 CONSTR PHY 
UNDRSTAN 
5076 PHY622 IDEAS IN ELEC & MAG 
CR. 
HR. 
6 
3 
6 
NOTE OR 
PREREQUISITE 
NOTE: CLASS MEETS 
FOR2WEEKS-
BEGINS JULY 20 AND 
ENDS AUGUST 1. 
MEETS 8111 -1122. 
FOR ELED.& MIDDLE 
SCHL TCHRS. MUST BE 
CONCURRENT W/EOU671. 
NOTE: CLASS BEGINS 
ON JULY 7 AND ENOS 
ON JUL YU. 
OPEN RESERV RESERV 
MEETING BLDG. INSTRUCTOR QUOTA QUOTA OPTION 
01:00am- 05:00 pm MTWRF SCIE 272 Henry,D 30 
01:00am- 05:00 pm . MTWRF SCIE 203 Maclaaac,D 24 
01:00am- 05:00 pm MTWRF SCIE 205 30 
01:00am- 05:00 pm MTWAF SCIE 203 Beery,D 
~rm:c-rmrmmrmmc=rm:z:s:.zamt,>===--===-r=====:m::======-maa::-=:=:::im.=::=aa:ma.a=rmrmaaacrma:zc::::rmsa&::::z=::a=z=:u:::& 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
5026 PSC101 INTRO GOVT&POL cs 0 3 
5027 PSC102 INTRO AMER GOVT cs 3 
SOIi PSC330 AM FOR POLICY 3 
II03I PSC411 INTERNSHIP 3 JR/SA STANDING; PERM 
OF INTERNSHIP COORD. 
REQS PRIOR PLACEMENT 
SOCIAL WORK 
IIOll7 SWK317 SOC WK RESEARCH 3 JR OR SR STANDIN~ 
SOCIOLOGY 
5082 SOC100 INTRO SOCIOLOGY cso 3 
5073 SOC330 SOCIAL PSYCHOL cso 3 SOC100 
5074 80C333 SOCIAL MOVEMNTS D 3 SOC100 
1101 SOC311 SOC OF VIOLENCE 3 
5071 SOC400W SOCIAL THOUGHT 3 SOC100&SIX 
ADDITIONAL HOURS IN 
SOCIOLOGY 
08:00am- 10:30 am MTWRF CLAS A212 Henderson,K 
11:ooam- 01 :30 pm MTWRF CLAS 8319 Slavln,S 
11:00em- 01 :30 pm MTWRF CLAS B220 Gomez,S 
TBA CALL DEPT Neal,A 
11:00am- 01:30pm MTWRF CLAS A108 Mahler,R 
08:00am- 10:30am MTWRF CLAS 8321 Danlels,T 
11:00am - 01:30pm MTWRF CLAS 8309 Zhang,J 
11:00am - 01:30pm MTWAF CLAS B106 Clarke,K 
Ol:OOam- 10:30 am MTWRF CLAS B108 Shelton,A 
02:00pm- 04:30 pm MTWRF CLAS 8321 Zhang,J 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
10 INST PERM 
30 MAJORS 
---------------------------------------·--------..... --==--=-~mz:::-----SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 
llOll3 Sl.PS15 CUN PRACT1CUM 2 PERMISSION FOAM TBA OFC STAFF 3 INSTPERM 
REQ'D FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTLINE 
ON WEB 
D4 ILPl11 CUN PRACTICUM 2 PERMISSION FORMS TBA OFC STAFF 3 INSTPERM 
AEQ'D FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTLINES ON 
WEB .. Sl.P5111 CUN PRACTICUM 2 PERMISSION FOAM TBA OFC STAFF 3 INSTPERM 
REQ'D FROM KH 213 
COURSE OUTUNE ON 
WEB 
rmr-zr=- ~===-m.-mszza:aa 
TECHNOLOGY 
- FTT107 SURVEY FIT INDUSTRY CT 3 11:30am- 02:00 pm MTWRF BULG E002 Searle,C '50 sou FlT411 KNITTECHn 3 PRE-REQ FlT414 11:00am MTWRF CAUD .300 Searle,C 10 - INTl75 J-1-TMANUF 3 MEET FIRST DAY OF 05:00pm- 07:00 pm MTWRF UPTO 401 Kukulka,D 18 CLASS. REMAINING 
Will BE ON THE 
INTERNET. 
44 
C 
SUNYCARD 
SUNYCard is Buffalo State's multipurpose identification card issued 
to students, faculty, and staff. This photo ID card enables the card-
holder to utilize services in E. H. Butler Library and in libraries on 
other participating SUNY campuses. The card may also be used as a 
debit card at food service locations and for printing in selected 
computer labs on campus. 
SUNYCards are obtained in Butler Library during regular hours. 
Proper identification (e.g., valid photo driver's license, state-issued 
nondriver ID, passport) is required. The initial SUNYCard is free; 
however, replacement cards carry a $10 charge. 
Butler library 
The library is an ideal place for both the serious researcher and the 
casual reader. It currently houses a collection of nearly one-half million 
books, subscriptions to more than 10,000 periodicals, and an extensive 
collection of audiovisual items and microforms. Connect to the library 
at www.buffalostate.edu/library/ for access to our online catalog, 
SHERLOCK, electronic databases (many full-text) and information 
about library policies, services, hours, and special collections. 
Computers are available for student use in several areas of the library, 
with networked black-and-white and color laser printers. The 
Reference Desk is staffed by knowledgeable librarians ready to assist 
patrons in the use of print and online resources. Computer student 
assistants help with e-mail and software applications such as word pro-
cessing and spreadsheets. Signature Cafe serves gourmet coffees, teas, 
pastries, and sandwiches in the library lobby, where students may study 
or view campus exhibits. 
Hours of operation May 27 -August 9, 2002 
Monday-Thursday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p .m. 
Closed Sundays and Friday, July 4th 
Weigel Health Center 
Weigel Health Center is staffed by physicians, nurse practitioners and 
nurses who provide both therapeutic and preventative care, including 
diagnosis and treatment of illness and injuries, immunizations, and edu-
cational counseling. Medical visits, immunizations, physicals, women 
and men's health exams, pregnancy tests, and emergency contracep-
tion are free to registered students. 
Costs for laboratory tests, x-rays, and prescriptions are the student's 
responsibility, either through their insurance or self-payment. The col-
lege offers a 12-month student health insurance plan at a relatively low 
cost, which may pay for the lab tests, x-rays, and hospital and surgical 
care if necessary. 
Appointments can be made by calling 878-6711 or by stopping in at 
the health center. Students are seen as quickly as possible. Hospitals 
are nearby for emergency care if needed. University police (ext. 6333) 
are available to assist in emergency situations. 
e 
The Health Education Office develops and implements educational 
programs throughout the year raising awareness and providing infor-
_mation to the Buffalo State College community on health and wellness 
issues. 
Immunization Requirements 
New York State Public Health Law 2165 requires college students to 
show proof of immunity to measles, mumps, and rubella. This docu-
mentation must be on file at Weigel Health Center prior to registration. 
Failure to comply will interfere with registration. The law applies to all 
undergraduate and graduate matriculated students. Students born 
before January 1, 1957 are exempt from this law, but must submit doc-
umentation of their birthdate to Weigel Health Center. For further 
information, visit www.buffalostate.edu/depts/weigel or call 878-6711. 
Barnes & Noble Buffalo State Bookstore 
The Buffalo State Bookstore is located in the Student Union. The store 
carries books and educational materials for course-related use and 
other merchandise to meet the casual needs of the college community. 
For more information and store hours, call 016) 878-5509 or visit 
www.bkstore.com/buffalostate/. 
Computer Availability 
E-mail accounts are assigned to all registered students and Buffalo State 
makes every effort to assure students access to computer lab 
facilities. General access computers are available in Butler Library. 
All students may use computer facilities to perform academic work 
during library hours. 
Notes: 
~aloState 
State University of New York 
1300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, NY 14222-1095 
(716) 878-4000 
Map Legend 
Bacon Hall. . . .... .4 
Barn ........ .41 
Bishop Hall ..................................... 9 
Buckham Campus School... . ... 32 
Building 46... .. ...... .... ............ 46 
Bulger Communication Center .. . . 24 
Butler Library... .. 6 
Campbell Student Union .. . 8A 
Campus House.. . ........... 5 
Cassety Hall.. . .. 8B 
Caudell Hall ... ... 18 
Central Receiving. .. .. .. .... .... ... 44 
Chase Hall .................... . .. .... .. . BC 
Classroom Building.... . ... 35 
Cleveland Hall... .. ... 37 
Clinton Center.. . .. .... 38 
Houston Gym... . ....... 17 
Ketchum Hall... .. .... 2 
A-1 
A-1 
' \ ' 
I 
How to get to Buffalo State by car: 
From the east (via the NYS Thruway/Interstate 
90): Take Exit 51 (NY 33 West) to NY 198 West. 
Exit NY 198 at Elmwood Avenue South. The 
college is immediately on the right. From the 
west or south (via the NYS Thruway/Interstate 
90): Take Exit 53 (Interstate 190) to NY 198 East; 
exit at either Grant Street or Elmwood Avenue. 
From the north/Niagara Falls: Take Interstate 
190 South (over the Grand Island Bridge) to NY 
198 East; exit at either Grant Street or Elmwood 
Avenue. From the Peace Bridge/Canada: Take 
Interstate 190 North to NY 198 East; exit at 
either Grant Street or Elmwood Avenue. 
~'"'"' • ,,_, ~, '"a=• •-ra"y ,..,oo,., 
• :s motor vehicle parking lots or spaces. 
Moore Complex... . .. .. .. . 26 
Moore Dining Hall .................... 28 
Moot Hall ....... . .... .... .. .. ................. 19 
Neumann Hall .. .. ... 10 
North Wing ... .. ....... 14 
Perry Hall ... .. ....... 8D 
Porter Hall. .. ..................... 11 r  All parking lots are clearly marked at entrances for proper use by stude-nts, faculty/staff, or visitors. Individuals using parking lots are responsible for adhering to any restrictions. • Valid student, faculty/staff, vendor, or visitor permits must be properly displayed at all times. • No parking In any lot from 1-6 a.m. except in lots F. M-2, R & north end of lot G. 
Power Plant.. ......... . .. ...... ..... .45 
Rockwell Hal l... .. .......... 1 
Science Building... .. 15 
South Wing.. .. .. 12 
Sports Arena ... .. ....... 39 
Theater Arts Building... .. ............ 3 
Tower 1. .. 27 
Tower 2 ........................................ 29 
Tower3.... . 30 
Tower4.. . .. ............. 31 
Twin Rise... .. ...... 13 
Upton Hall. ... . ...................... 7 
Weigel Health Center ...... .... .. .. .. ... 36 
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ELMWOOD AVENUE 
SCAJAQUADA 
EXPRESSWAY 
(N.Y. 198) 
[Jl r 
Student Lots; A-1 , F, G, K, L, L-1 , M, M-1 , M-2, R, Y, Z 
Faculty/Staff Lots (Faculty/Staff also can park in student lots, 
except Lot Y) : A, B, D, F-1, S, S-1. S-2, T. U, W 
Also student parking after 4 p.m.: A, B, D, F-1, S-1, T, U 
Also student parking after 5:30 p.m.: W 
Visitor Lots: C, D-1 , L-2, X 
Conference Lot: M-1 
Reserved Lot: D-1 
Maintenance Lots: E, E-1 
MP: motorcycle parking 
* Bus Services For Special Needs: 
• Accessible Entrances 
t. Accessible Entrances 
0 Parking Spaces 
Buffalo State 
State University of New York 
Summer Session Office 
Cleveland Hall 204 
1300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 14222 
Declare yourself .SM 
C i 
r Librcry 
' 
GET INTO A SUMMER STATE OF MIND! 
Buffalo State College 
State University of New York 
1 300 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo, New York 14222-1095 
www.buffalostate.edu/summer 
UNDERGRADUATE 
AND GRADUATE 
COURSES 
Session A: May 27-June 21 
Session B: June 23-July 19* 
Session C: July 21-August 9 
*Some graduate courses for education majors 
will begin June 30; check individual course 
listings for details. 
